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Liberal studies changes proposed
By Morgan Ashton
staff writer
Members of an 18-month-old Liberal Studies
Committee and the faculty discussed a plan last week
which would reorganize general studies requirements
and create an obligatory seminar for freshmen.
The meetings at Grafton-Stovall Theatre on
Thursday and Friday afternoons attempted to air
faculty opinions on the plan. The 10-member
committee mapped out the proposal as part of the
university's five-year plan for academic excellence.

The proposal, though still in its formative stages,
calls for freshmen to take a three-credit seminar
course.
According to a memorandum circulated by the
committee, the seminar will "emphasize analysis,
problem solving skills, critical thinking and informed
discussion," through reading, writing and discussions.
Committee member Joyce Wszalek of the English
department said the intent behind the freshman
seminar was to introduce students "to the full range
of liberal studies that would excite them about the
learning process."

Textbooks and course outlines for the new class
have not been determined, but committee members
described the seminar as following a "great minds of
the Western world" structure.
One recommendation the committee might want to
consider is to make the freshman seminar a six-hour
course rather than a three-hour course, Wszalek said.
So far, no decision has been made.
Wszalek said that at the outset of the committee
gatherings a year and a half ago, committee members
See CHANGES page 2 >

University to reduce
triple rooms next fall
By Martin Romjue
staff writer
Two's company — three's a crowd.
That's the idea behind plans to
eliminate most of the three-person
rooms m Gifford and Wayland halls
next semester.
With a new residence hall opening
next semester and more students
moving off campus, the Office of
Residence Life is implementing a
de-tripling plan, said Dr. William
Holding, director of residence life.
The de-tripling plan will eliminate
about 120 spaces as larger, three-person
rooms will be changed to two-person
rooms, Bolding said.
The new residence hall, being
constructed next to Bell Hall, will
house about 250 students.
"One of Dr. [Ronald] Carrier's goals
for a long time has been to de-triple
residence halls," Bolding said.
Logan Hall might be de-tripled,
depending on how many people register
to live in the hall during signups this
spring, Bolding said.
« "We will have conditional de-tripling
for Logan, where we might have to put
a third person into the rooms," Bolding
said.
The residence life office projects space
requirements based on current figures
and the number of students they expect
to sign up.
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"We won't know the exact number of
spaces needed until we get to spring
sign-ups," Bolding said.
Residence life officials also arc
considering not housing freshmen in
Howard Johnson's Motor Lodge next
semester. About 120 freshmen now live
there.
"It all depends on how the numbers
are falling in," Bolding said.
His office has projected no significant
increase in the number of people who
sign up for campus housing this year,
he said. Currently, a little more than
half of JMU's nearly 10,000 students
live on campus.
For residents, de-tripling will mean
more storage and living space, and less
students sharing one bathroom.
"We live in a big room, but it's much
better to have two people because it is
less crowded," said Wayland resident
Amy Hutchinson.
Gifford resident Michelle Fournier
said de-tripling is definitely needed
because of overcrowding.
"With six girls living together, more
space is needed," Fournier said. "There
are only two closets and two desks for
three girls, and in the bathroom you
have about 20 different shampoos." One
bathroom joins two three-person
rooms.

Staff photo by KEVIN ROPP

Autograph party
Artist Larry Van Alstyne signs a print for senior Shelly
Schneekloth of the JMU poster he designed for the Association for Collegiate Entrepreneurs. Van Alstyne was
on campus Friday to sign prints, which sell for $10 ea^h.

See TRIPLE page 2 >

The JMU men's basketball team
Improved to 17-8 with a 96*78
win over WBtaro and Mary.
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The JMU version of the longest
running Broadway musical wiB be
presented on Mainstage this week.
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stressed starting "at base-zero . . . building a liberal
studies program in terms of what we felt the students
needed."
The spirit of the plan involves the construction of a
general studies program that would "earmark JMU
students from students at other colleges," one of the
faculty members at the meeting said.
Further general studies changes described in the
memorandum include:
• the separation of philosophy and religion as
interchangeable classes. One course in each
discipline would be required of incoming students.
• the creation of a seminar leader who would work
with students to foster "independent learning."
• a required literature course.
• the division of natural sciences into three and
four credit-hour classes.
Dr. Robert Shapiro, vice president for academic
affairs, admitted the plan has vague points at this
time. The purpose of the [faculty] meeting is to fill
up those holes," he said.
But faculty comments focused on the details of the
pioposal, some of which are only loosely identified.

However, the plan would lower the number of
credit hours in the natural sciences from eight to six,
a move criticized by some faculty members at the
meetings as eliminating laboratory sections. <
Shapiro, who also is committee chairman and a
former head of the chemistry department, said labs
would not automatically be cut under the new general
studies requirements.
"I don't honestly believe there is a reduction in
science here," he said. Faculty members could work
around the cut in science credits when planning their
courses.
"Our students are getting better," Shapiro
commented. "If we keep doing the same things we
were doing in 1980 and 1975, then we are cheating
our students."
Once fully outlined, the plan will be submitted to
the Commission on Undergraduate Studies and the
University Council for approval.
Shapiro said he hopes the final plan, which would
only affect new students, will be implemented by
next semester.
During last week's meetings, faculty members
discussed the ultimate structure of the new general
studies requirements and attempted to shy away from

what many termed "protecting [their] own turf." Yet
some members voiced strong opinions on the plan.
"When I look at this report, I have a feeling JMU
is moving backwards in the fields of math and
science," another faculty member there said.
Others argued over the merits of a freshman
seminar class that might include English
composition skills already taught in English 101 and
102.
After the faculty meetings last week, Shapiro said,
"I expected more controversy."
Dr. Bradley Roof, an associate professor of
accounting, said, "This new curriculum will represent
change. One thing that's really certain about change
is that you're going to lose something. The question
is what you gain out of it." Roof also serves on the
committee.
A general studies curriculum was developed here in
1954. The university last revised the requirements in
1976.
In 1983, a faculty committee pinpointed the goals
of the program. The Liberal Studies Committee,
which was formed in 1985, directed its efforts to meet
those goals.

Triple
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Wayland resident Margie Berendsen
agrees that bathroom crowding is a
problem.
"Sometimes you have to wait for a
shower longer in the morning, and if
there are less people the bathroom will
be neater," Berendsen said
Storage space also is £adly needed,
she said.
"I would like to have more storage
space, along with more space in
general," Berendsen said. "Right now
two of my roommates have to share a
desk, and with only two people
studying will be easier."
In addition to the de-tripling plans,
the residence life office is working to
revise drug and alcohol policies for
campus residence halls.
"We need to go back and look at the
old rules and regulations and look at
revising them," he said. Many students
have been violating the policies, he
said.
"Dormitory vandalism and damage is

almost all alcohol-related," Bolding
said.
He said the residence life office is
"totally open at this point" to
suggestions and recommendations from
different campus organizations.
One group actively involved in
recommending a revised policy is the
Student Government Association,
which has members on an ad-hoc
housing advisory committee. The
committee is comprised of students and
residence life officials, with the student
members primarily recommending ideas
and presenting student feedback to the
committee.
Nanci Campbell, an SGA senator
who is on the committee, said, "With
the drug and alcohol policy, I don't see
a need for a change."
The committee will recommend a
policy that complies with university
and state laws and takes into
consideration the role of resident
advisers in enforcing drug and alcohol
policies, she said.
"We can't expect RAs to go knocking

on students' doors to check for use of
alcohol," Campbell said. "You can't
stop some students from drinking in
their rooms. That would be an
unrealistic goal.
"As long as there is not blatant abuse
in dorms, there is not a need for strong
reprimands."
Along with revisions in the alcohol
and drug policies, the Office of
Residence Life might change some
visitation rules for certain halls.
"Our visitation policies are generally
in response to what students say they
want," Bolding said.
Plans call for four-day visitation in
Wine-Price Hall, and in one male and
one female residence hall in the Village
area .
"As long as people request a
parucular lifestyle, we have to provide
the type of facility they want," Bolding
said. "We've seen fewer requests for a
restrictive lifestyle."
Final decisions on visitation rules
will be made after spring residence hall
sign-ups.
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Diverse skills necessary, banker says 1
By Keith Perry
staff writer

Sales and service are extremely important in
today's vast banking world, the executive vice
president of the Bank of Virginia said Thursday.
Alexander Berry III, also the chairman of the
executive advisory council to JMU's College of
Business, spoke in the Phillips Center ballroom as
part of the executive lecture series program.
College students are "learning some analytical
skills; they're learning some things about business.
.. . But the most important thing is that you learn
how to sell," Berry said.
Sales experience is instrumental in all banking
departments, he said
In addition to'being sales-oriented, banking also
must be service-oriented. Berry said.
People use their checking account about 25 times
a month. Therefore, "we have 25 opportunities a
month to either sell the bank to the customer by
giving him a positive experience, or 25 times to
screw it up by giving him a negative experience,"
he said.
Banking careers are much more diverse than most
people realize, Berry said. Tellers are only "the
tip-top of the iceberg of what goes on in a financial
institution."
Actually, a bank is a series of businesses united
under one roof, he said. The various businesses
include the departments of insurance, loans,
investments, accounting and human resource
management '
College courses that are important for a
prospective banker are finance, accounting,
marketing, auditing, business law and consumer
behavior, Berry said.
In recruiting for"employment, Bank of Virginia
looks at a graduate's academic record, he said.
Although grade point average, class rank and
completed courses are considered, those are not the
most important factors.
"What we really want to know is your
demonstrated ability to learn," Berry said.

Staff photo by MING LEONG
Alexander Berry III, executive vice president of the Bank of Virginia
Also important is the ability to communicate.
Employees should be good speakers, writers and
listeners.
"Learn to be a good listener," he said. "The most
important skill for a good salesperson has to be to
listen."
Once hired, the trainee, or management intern, is
taught three concepts. The first is risk analysis,
which deals with foreseeing the risk involved in
making business transactions, such as million-dollar
business loans, he said.
The second is management leadership. That skill

helps employees stay "motivated and keep their
skills up-to-date so that we will be productive," he
said.
Third, and most important concept, is sales,
which is a learned skill applicable to all areas of
banking.
"We want people who are willing to work hard.1.
Banking is an exciting, dynamic industry. But it's
not easy work. It is demanding, hard work," he said.
"But at the same time, it can be a financially
rewarding career. It's really a fun place tc work....
I really don't care to do anything else."

Survey shows most students satisfied with university
By Ann Cremlns
staff writer

Almost all JMU students are satisfied
with the university, according to the
results of an annual student survey
administered by the Office of Student
Affairs.
"Survey '86" results showed that 98
percent of the students surveyed
expressed satisfaction with JMU. This
marks an increase over last year's rating
of 84 percent.
The percentage is the highest since
the survey was first distributed in 1977,
said Dr. Al Menard, associate vice
president for student affairs.
This year's survey indicated that the
aspects of JMU that students are most
pleased with include campus buildings
and grounds, the Warren Campus
Center, faculty attitude, testing and

grading systems and opportunities for
involvement in extracurricular
activities. Those categories received
marks of satisfaction from 90 percent or
more of the students surveyed.
Senior Jack Vulcano, a political

Survey categories which received a
satisfactory rating from 85 percent or
more include the dining facilities, class
size, variety of courses, classroom
facilities and campus safety.
The survey, which is distributed

" The people here are friendly and there
are so many activities to choose from."
— Jack Vulcano
science major, said, "The people here
are friendly and there are so many
activities to choose from." He pointed
out the opportunities to join intramural
athletic teams, and religious and social
organizations.

each fall semester, was given to 1,992
students this year — about 20 percent
of the student body. It was administered
during 65 class sections.
"Our survey selects classes that come
up with the best representative of the

JMU student body," Menard said.
The students surveyed also represented
a balance in terms of sex, age, housing
status, tranfers and enrollment status.
Menard said the area which students
were most dissatisfied with was the
parking situation. Only 8 percent of
the respondents rated parkins as
satisfactory.
Junior Glen Eastridge, a physical
education major, said commuters
especially are unhappy with the campus
parking situation. "The only:
complaints I've ever really heard about!
JMU has been trying to find a place to
park before classes," he said.
Junior Mary Lou Lodge, a
communication major, said campus
residents also have complaints about
parking. "I don't think it's safe to
expect us to park in X-lot and walk
back to Bluestone (halls] late at night,"
she said.
——
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FREE NATURAL WONDER!

Commuters

Vbur choiceNatural Wonder Lipstick,
Liplustre, Mascara, Eye
Pencil, Makeup or
$< ^C
Concealer
■■■ w

when you buy any Natural Wonder
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Come out and vote for your
new Commuter Senator!
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■■ill
MDur Final Cost

Elections wil be held
Thurs. Feb. 19
in the
Commuter Student Lounge

FREE

Natural Wonder $175 Relund Offer also
good on any other regularly priced
Natural Wonder product.
See the Natural Wonder display at your
local store for details Otter Expires

4/30/87

Hughes Pharmacy
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Prices good Mon. & Tues. ONLY

1,99
Budweiser

10 Visits $25 20 Visits $40
UVB rays will protect against SUNBURN!

Both UVA rays and UVB rays

DERDALE.

THE ISLANDS

(Reg./Lt.)

._ 2.99
..

Protect Your Body and Tan
With The Best Systems Available

12pk.

2.99

..'

Michclob

Warsaw Ave.

434-79482.79
Molson Beer (beer only)

Rolling Rock )2pk.

1.29
Diet Slice 6pk

cans

1.29
Diel Pepsi 6pk. can;
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Want to spend
Spring Break

51 Court Square
434-4464

in Florida,
But don't have
enough cash?
How about camping for
half the price of a hotel?
The Outing Center in the Warren Campus Center
has information on Campgrounds in Daytona, Fort
Lauderdale, and Key West, along with equipment
you can rent for your trip.

Special Spring Break Rates
Tent
Sleeping Bag
Stove
Saw
Foam Pad
Lantern

$10/Week
10/Week
3/Week
3/Week
3/Week
3/Week

Friday March 6 - Monday March 16
Phone: 568-6939
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Larceny charges
nolle processed
By Amy Porter

Visitor here threatens charge
against JMU officer for abuse
By Amy Porter

court reporter

The case of a Harrisonburg man charged with three
counts of grand larceny was nolle processed at a
preliminary hearing Thursday.
Lawrence R. Shifflett, age unavailable, also
appeared in Rockingham General District Court for
two counts of breaking and entering and five counts
of breaking and entering with intent to commit
larceny.
Shifflett was arrested for alleged involvement with
Gregory A. Robinson, age unavailable, of
Harrisonburg, who was sentenced to 21 years in jail
for numerous break-ins and larcenies in Harrisonburg.
Two apartments broken into were residences of JMU
students.
The case of Robinson for eight counts of petty
larceny and ohe count of possession of marijuana was
nolle processed Thursday.
Driving under the influence
•Student Charles D. Sardelis, age unavailable, of
Midlothian, pleaded guilty Thursday to a driving under
the influence charge. He was fined $250 and his
license was suspended for six months. Five months
of the six-month suspension were lifted by the court.
He also enrolled in the Alcohol Safety Awareness
Program.
Sardelis was arrested Nov. 7 by city police.

police reporter

A George Mason University student said he
would press charges against a JMU campus police
sergeant for harassment and physical abuse,
according to an article in Broadside, GMUs student
paperMark Riddel 1, a member of the GMU pep band,
said the alleged incident happened during a Jan. 31
basketball game here between the two schools,
according to the article.
Alan MacNutt, JMU's director of campus police
and safety, said the student has not pressed charges
against SgL Herbert Lam.
According to the article, Riddcll said the dispute
began when he wanted to sit with friends in
another section of the Convocation Center. The
ushers refused to allow Riddell to sit with them.
MacNutt said Riddell was demanding b sit with
his friends who held $7 tickets, but Riddell had a
$3 ticket
MacNutt, who was sitting with his family and
was off-duty, observed Riddell getting hostile with
the usher and radioed to Lam for assistance.
Riddell claimed in the article that after Lam told

him to sit in the proper section. Lam grabbed him
and pushed him into a wall and then took him into
the bathroom where he allegedly pounded Riddell
against the wall,'choked him with the sweatshirt
Riddell was wearing and threw him into a comer.
According to the article, MacNutt said Lam was i
angry because "the kid called him a f—head."
MacNutt said he did not hear it directly, but an
officer standing nearby told him.
"He [Riddell] did not want to sit where he was
supposed to. . . We had a disagreement that we
talked over and he saw things my way," Lam said
in the article. He did not hit Riddell and asked if he
pushed him. Lam said "not really." Lam did not
arrest Riddell.
"It's an officer's perogative not to arrest. If he
did, it would probably get more emotional,"
MacNutt said.
MacNutt said he saw Riddell put his finger on
Lam's chest and shout in his face. He said he saw
the officer take Riddell into the bathroom, but
didn't know what happened. He saw them leave the
bathroom and said Riddell did not look hurt, but a
little upset. Riddell begged not to be arrested,
MacNutt said.
Once Riddell sat down in the proper section, "He
was OK the rest of the night," MacNutt said.

NEWSFILE
than 1,000 students have attended and
almost half of the institute graduates
have gone on to careers in direct
marketing.

Scholarship
awarded to
JMU senior
Gregory Hutton, a JMU senior
majoring in marketing, has won a
scholarship to attend the Direct
Marketing Collegiate Institute.
One of 20 winners, Hutton will
attend this regional institute
co-sponsored by the Direct Marketing
Educational Foundation and the Direct
Marketing Association of Washington,
next week in Washington, D.C.
The institute is five and a half days of
practical direct marketing instruction
taught by leading direct marketing
practitioners. It is an introduction to
direct marketing and to career
opportunities in the field.
Sessions will cover direct mail, lists,
databases, research and testing, copy,
business-to-business direct response,
catalogs, magazine circulation, business
ethics, telephone marketing, direct
response television and political,
non-profit fund-raising.
Chartered 21 years ago, the Direct
Marketing Educational Foundation is a
non-profit foundation established to
further direct marketing education at the
college level.
. The institute is the foundation's
flagship program. Over the years, more

May term in France
offered to students
A three-week travel and study tour to
France will be offered during May
session this year.
The program, sponsored by the
department of foreign languages and
literatures and the continuing education
office, is open to all JMU students and
other members of the community.
Participants must register for French
309 for May session. The course is
three credit hours.
For additional information on the
program, contact Dr. Mario
Hamlet-Metz at x6069.

Faculty members
publish writings
t

Many JMU faculty members have
recently had works published in various
books and journals.
Dr. Jorge Moser, associate professor
of information and decision sciences,
published "Integration of Artificial
Intelligence and Simulation in a
Comprehensive Decision-Support
Systems," in Simulation.
Dr. David Owusu-Ansah of the

history department published 10 short
articles on Africa for Collier's Year
Book, 1987 edition.
Dr. Charles Pringle of the
management and marketing department
co-authored "Path-goal Theory and the
Task Design Literature: A Tenuous
Linkage," with Mark Kroll of Sam
Houston State University, in Akron,
for Business and Economic Review.
Dr. Thomas Arthur, head of the
theater department, published an excerpt
from his book, "See You at the
Movies: The Autobiography of Melvyn
Douglas," in Italy's Cinema & Cinema.
Dr. Roger Ford, assistant professor of
management and entrepreneurship,
published "Universities Have Great
Opportunity
to
Stimulate
Entrepreneurial Education at the High
School Level," in Ace, and co-authored
"The Savior Syndrome," for In
Business.
Dr. James Couch, professor of
psychology, wrote "Sampling
Fluctuation Demonstration" for (he
Activities Handbook of the American
Psychological Association.
Dr. Michael Stoloff, assistant
professor of psychology, published "A
Survey of Computer Use by
Undergraduate Psychology Departments
in Virginia" in Teaching of
Psychology.
Drs. John McKee and Jack Presbury
of the psychology department
co-authored "Teaching, Thinking,'and

Humanizing Education," which was
published in INFOCHANGE magazine.
Drs. Karen Forcht and Charles
Bilbrey of the information and decision
sciences department had a work titled
"The
Changing
MIS/CIS
Curriculum—Keeping Pace with New
Technology" published in Your
Computer Career.
Forcht and Dr. Paul Leidig, also of
the information sciences department,
co-authored "A Proposed Plan to
Satisfy the MIS/Computer Literacy
Aspects of the Business Curriculum,"
in Interface:The Computer Education
Quarterly.
Dr. Stanley Ulanski, associate
professor of geology, wrote "A
Quantitative Assessment of Student
Evaluations of an Introductory Physical
Geology Course" for the Journal of
Geological Education.
Dr. S idney Bland, a history
professor, wrote "The Vision of 'Miss
Sue" for Historic Preservation.
Dr. Paul Cline, a political science and
law professor, wrote "By the Good
People
of
Virginia:
Our
Commonwealth's Government," a
supplemental text for high school
government courses, co-authored with
Dr. Dan Fleming of Virginia Tech.
Dr. Dorothy Pomraning, assistant
professor of living sciences, co-authored
"Resources for Teaching Home
Economics," with Dr. Virginia Clark of
Louisiana Tech University.

—
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The James Madison University Program Board
and
Fine Art Series
proudly presents

FERRANT^ &-TEICHER
Recording artists and piano masters
Wednesday, Februaury 18,1987
8 p.m. JMU Convocation Center
General admission tickets are $5 each and are available at Charles
Mathias Inc., downtown Harrisonburg: Centerpoint Bookstore, Valley
Mall: and the office of the dean, College of Fine Arts and Communication
Room 2, Anthony-Seeger Hall. Tickets will be available free for JMU
students and faculty at Warren Campus Center. All ticket distribution
began Jan. 21. No group rates. No discounts. Mail order ticket requests
to the office of the dean will be processed upon receipt of payment.
Check payable to: Fine Arts Series-JMU. Call 568-6472 for ticket
information

has now moved to their new cleaning plant

Quality Cleaners
to give you
*<Better(Prices
*'Better <ParlQng

Skip Castro Band

Clip this coupon

Sunday, February 22, 1987
SPECIAL GUEST

Jelly Fish Blues Band
D N

°

MOST
rn.Sf
JE!L
ENTERTAINING
RHYTHM BLUES GROUPS PERFORMING

RHYSM

ANYWHERE

924 S. High Street
Located 5 blocks south
of Harrlsonburg High

433-2851
434-1444

Mon-Frl
8:00-6:00
Sat 8:30-5:00

Age Limit 20

Proper I.D. Required

DOORS OPEN 8 P.M.

SHOW BEGINS 9 P.M.

LOCATED ACROSS JIFFY 66
/Sf
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Jury upholds fee
in Texaco case
A Texas state appeals court upheld a jury award
of $12.4 billion against Texaco Inc. for interfering
in a merger between Pennzoil and Getty Oil Co.
The judgment is the largest in U.S. history.
The court upheld a $7.53 billion award in actual
damages and remittted $2 billion of a $3 billion
punitive damage award.
"I feel pretty good, I'm a happy man today," said
Joe Jamail, attorney for Pennzoil. "I've been
waiting for this for a long time."
"The court makes the point once again, that
conduct such as Texaco has engaged in simply will
not be tolerated," said Pennzoil chairman J. Hugh
Liedtke.
Staff graphic by STEPHEN ROUNTREE

U.S.chemical company
to sell S. African plant
r*

Dow Chemical is selling its South African
pharmaceutical plant because of poor business
conditions and pressure from anti-apartheid
protests.
"We would have preferred to maintain our
business there, but business and economic
conditions, as well as a growing public concern in
the U.S., made it impractical to continue," said
Paul Oreffice, chairman of Dow Chemical.
The Mer-National plant in Clayville, South
Africa is being purchased by the Premier Milling
Group, a conglomerate of South African
businesses.

IDS department opens
decision system center
The JMU department of information and decision
sciences has formed the Center for Advanced
Decision Support Systems.
Directed by Dr. Jorge Moser and Dr. Richard
Christoph, the center will help managers in
business and non-profit organizations develop
decision support, data base and office automation
systems.
Interested representatives from businesses and
organizations can call x7015 for more information.

Wall Street
Market closes down for week
The Dow Jones average of 30 industrials rose
17.57 Friday to 2,183.35, finishing down 3.52 for
the week.
Big Board volume amounted to 184.38 million
shares, down from 200.38 million shares the
previous session.
Analysts said the news that four Wall Street
professionals had been charged with trading illegally
on confidential corporate information might have
unsettled the market early in the session.
— from staff and wire reports

Low airfares

Vacationing students prosper from rate cuts by airlines

By Brian Carter
business editor

This spring break will be well entrenched in the
minds and hearts of JMU students who will spend a
week of fun in the sun far removed from the icy cold
weather of Harrisonburg.
This year, thanks to recent airfare specials, students
have more opportunities than ever before to enjoy a
little fun in the sun.
Most major airlines are offering fares from $29 to
$99 anywhere in the continental United States. But

industry analysts have been reluctant to announce an
airfare war because of the restrictive nature of the low
fares.
Most special fares requirie advanced booking, round
trip flights and non-refundable payment at the time of
the reservation.
Continental Airlines and Eastern Airlines, both
owned by Texas Air Corporation, initiated the fares
on Jan. 30. Other major airlines followed their lead.
See AIRFARES page 9 >

President's Day unnoticed by area stores
as retailers count Valentine's Day profits
By Kyra Scan on
editor

While today is a busy day for sales in other parts of
the state, things are relatively calm in Harrisonburg.
Over the weekend, many store windows in the area
were filled with red hearts and Cupids for Valentine's
Day rather than cherry trees and posters advertising
Washington's Birthday.
At Valley Mall, this year the emphasis was on
Valentine's Day gift-giving because of Saturday's
holiday. Last year, the mall combined the holidays
with a "Sweetheart of a President's Day" sale.
Many of the stores there were down to just a few
final sales rack, and prices still were being cut.
Cloudy weather Saturday helped draw shoppers over
the weekend.
"It's really a good clearance event for many of our
stores," said Kathy Hensley, marketing director for
Valley Mall. "It's really their last effort to clear
winter merchandise."
With the mall focusing on Valentine's Day, many
of the store started their sales last week, she said. The
sales probably will end by Tuesday.
Christmas is the busiest time for the mall, with the
major clearance sales just after new year's, Hensley

said. Sales for fall and winter items dropped off after
that as spring and summer clothes moved into stock.
Now the stores have finished inventory and are
making room for new stock.
"You can just see they're in a real [good] positions
as far as their clearance sales," Hensley said.
"Prices are lower, but the demand is not there," she
said. "They're [shoppers] probably getting tired of the
same things."
However, one of the mall stores is calling in all
employees to work today.
About 130 people will be working shifts at Leggett
department store, said Mark Jordan, assistant
manager. The store took out a full page ad in the
local store today to promote its Washington's
Birthday sale.
"It's kind of the traditional get rid of all the stuff
mat's fall and winter," he said.
'We do so much of a volume that day that it
[merchandise] usually just moves right out."
The store opens at 9 a.m. today, an hour earlier
than usual. Until noon, the store will hold
doorbustcrs with prices lower on certain items during
that time.
"We're not like the banks," he said. "The banks
are closed."
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
GENERAL
ACT-COMP lest • Freshman scores on the
test are in the Office of Student
Assessment. Freshmen who took the test in
October or November, and who are
interested in learning their individual
scores, may do so at the office in Room 213
of Maury Hall. Thursday from 1 p.m. to 4:30
p.m. and Friday from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m.,
students can receive both a description of
their scores and answers to questions
about them
The Life Science Museum - in Room 10 in the
basement of Burruss is open on Mondays
and Wednesdays from 1 to 5 p.m., and on
Tuesdays and Thursdays from 9:30 a.m. to
12:30 p.m.

Wesley Foundation win hold The Making of
a New Hymnal — a Church Controversy" by
Sarah Carr tomorrow at 5:30 p.m. at the
Wesley Foundation.
CP&P will hold a "Junior Orientation to
CP&P' for the College of Business from 5
p.m. to 6 p.m. in Grafton-Stovall Theatre.
Camp Day at JMU will be held on Thursday
from 9 a.m. until 2 p.m. in the PC Ballroom.
We will be discussing employment
opportunities as staff members o! various
summer camps.
Madison Marketing Association - The club
will meet Tuesday at 6 p.m. in WCC Room
D.
>.

The CP4P Workshop - Resume Writing
today from 10 to 11 a.m. and Thursday from
3:30 to 4 p.m. in WCC Room B.
Physical Conditioning Sessions - wilte held
through March 1 on Mondays, Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Fridays from 5:15 to 6 p.m.
at the football stadium. They are open to all
students free of charge.

Catholic Campus Ministry will present
"Conceived in Liberty" and a discussion on
abortion after the film on Wednesday at 7
p.m. at the CCM house. All are invited to
attend.

Campus Crusade for Christ meets every
Wednesday night at 7:45 in Wilson 309.
Fon^nore information call Todd at
433:'1460.
The Ski Club • will meet tonight at 8 p.m. at
the North P.C. Ballroom.

INTERCESSORY PRAYER
MEETING

for the campus
at
Grace Covenant Church
Mt. Crawford, VA
Friday - 7:30
PRESENTED BY
GRACE CAMPUS MINISTRIES
A JMU STUDENT ORGANIZATION
FOR RIDES AND INFO. CALL 433-9244

•
Auditions for Brighton Beach Memoirs, a
Neil Simon play, will be held today, Tuesday
and Wednesday at 7p.m. in Anthony-Seeger
Hall, Room 5.

MEETINGS

HEARTS FOR JESUS
come to an

Career Planning and Placement will
present an "Interviewing for Teaching
Positions" workshop from to am. to 11 a.m.
today, "Interview Preparation" from 2 p.m.
to 3 p.m. on Thursday, and "Marketing
Yourself to an Employer" from 3:30 p.m. to
4:30 p.m. on Thursday. All workshops will
meet in WCC, Rm. B.

PREGNANT?
Free Confidential Help
Free Pregnancy Test

a

WIN CASH &
PRIZES FOR
YOUR TALENT

Contest February 3 to March 31
Finals April 7
Contest Starts 9 pm.
WEEKLY PRIZES
1st Prize - $25 00 in cash and
$5000 in a Sheraton Gift
Certificate
GRAND PRIZES FOR FINALS
1st Prize - 3 days 2 nights at a
luxurious Washington
Sheraton. $200 00 m cash and a
$50.00 Sheraton Gift
Certificate
2nd Prize - 3 days 2 nights at
the Sheraton Airport InnRichmond plus 2 tickets to the
entertainment event of youi
choice
Don't miss your chance to
perform and win1 Call our Sales
Office to reserve your
performance time See you
Tuesday nights
I

IRTHRIGHT
434-0003
IN THE SHERATON 433-2521

Applications for 1987-88
Breeze staff positions
will be accepted until 5 p.m., Monday, Feb. 16.

The Breeze will take applications for the following
positions:
>News editor
>Asst. News editor
>Sports editor
>Asst. Sports editor
>Features editor
>Asst. Features editor
>Editorial editor
>Asst. Editorial editor
>Ad sales

m

>Typists

>Design/Layout editor
>Production manager
>Business editor
>Asst. Business editor
>Photo editor
>Wire editor
>Asst. Business manager
>Ads Design manager
>Ads designers

Send cover letter, resume and related material*
to Rob Washburn, editor, c/o The Breeze
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Airfares——
> (Continued from page 7)

lowering coach fares 80 percent and
special rates 25 percent.
For the Florida-bound student, a few
special fares still are available. United
will fly its Dulles-Miami route round
trip for $119. Students heading north
for a week of skiing can reach Boston
and return for $100.50.
But special seats are going fast, and
airlines suggest that customers reserve a
flight as soon as possible.
A representative of Travel Pros travel
agency, located in the Valley Mall, said
there are few flights left available for
Florida for the spring break period.
"We have had a lot of students come
in here for March 6 flights. The special
fares are all gone. I have had students
pay up to $300 for a round trip flight to
Florida because they waited too long to
get a special fare," she said.
Still, many students were able to take
advantage of the special fares.
Paul Hill, a senior majoring in
marketing, is planning a trip to
California for $198 round trip. "I was
going to go to Europe this summer,
but with the fares so low right now, I
figured I had better jump on this
opportunity," said Hill, who is
traveling with three friends. "We made
our reservations at the end of January
one day after we saw an ad in the
newspaper about the fares, and we still
had trouble Finding a flight with four
empty seats."

Other travel industries are making the
most of the increase in vacationers this
season by raising prices and reducing
the number of specials offered. Few car
rental agencies are offering specials in
the sunbelt vacation regions. The few
hotels in key Florida spots that are not
booked also are demanding full price
for a room.

.

Still, the savings on airfare can more
than make up for increased prices in
other areas.
Natalie Fletcher, a sophomore who
plans to visit Disneyland this spring
break, said she plans to rent a car to
tour Los Angeles. "We are saving so
much money on airfare that we can
afford to rent a car and do some
sightseeing," she said.
Low fares in the sky have forced othet
companies in the transportation
business to offer specials.
Greyhound will offer a special rate to
students with a valid college I D. A
round trip bus fare to Ft Lauderdale
will cost only $118. The trip will take
26 hours.
"We work on a first come, first serve
basis," said a Greyhound representative.
"But we will accommodate all our
customers. Last year we called up to
Washington and had two extra buses
sent because we had filled up already."
Greyhound also will offer a special
round trip fare to anwhere within 300
miles for $99.

We want your help.
The paper's business
staff is looking for
writers to help cover
business news at JMU.
The staff also wants
your ideas for stories
about the campus and
the business world.
Please contact Brian Carter,
business editor, at x6729.
Or stop by The Breeze
office in the basement
of Anthony-Seeger Hall.

~-i
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WE BUILT
APRDUD
NEW
FEELING
RIPER

thru Saturday.
February 21. 1967.

FREJH

FOOD MARKETS—iThe freshest way to Save

DOUBLE
COUPONS
SEE STORE FOR DETAILS

MEAT BONUS BUYS

GROCERY BONUS BUYS

GROCERY BONUS BUYS

U S.D>. OOtCE»GRAJN FED«BONEL£SS

TOP ROUND
LONDON BROIL

1.98

•»*

ASSORTED VARIETIES

HALF PRICE SALE-DIETZ & WATSON

Smoked A f\A
Sausage

GWALTNEY-CHCKEN
™ALTNEY«*jC«N

S

Great Bologna £.TC £
MAMMON K KAflVE .8UTT PCRTICN

-4

. 75
.79
.75
1.69

DELI/BAKERY DEPT.

ALL

Glad Wrap
■i*

FLAVORS

Carpet Fresh «T 2.44 ajs
PRODUCE BONUS BUYS
FRESH FROM THE FL0RI0A SUNSHINE TREE

A&P BRAND
ICE CREAM

TEMPLE
ORANGES

10*

U8.0A CHOICE

Deli Roast Beef

.4.99 *

FRESH-CREAM FILLED

Q-

Chocolate Eclairs

21.19

™,™,

tCAIMCEl

**

m

SELECTED

Fruit Drinks ^.79
-~
Sugar Wafers ^1.59
HKC

•UNSHOE PEANUT WAFERS OR +

_n

FRESH BAKED

Butter Croissants

- ^

.59 +

SXrny Bears

ISIJSOR

1.39

KRAFT
CHEDDAR

1.52

«'«

.91 #

SCENT HMD

.89 *

Potato Salad

^.

Airwick
Stick-Ups 5JI.31^
100 SO. FT.
^

U f\

Smoked Ham ». 1.1 Sf *

FRE8H MUSTARD OR SOUR CREAM

Shredded Mozzarel la £
Shredded Cheddar S
Seartest Party Dips 2?
Cheese Pizza ST

-

^f79

.*-

^ET & JUICY

Cantaloupes a* 1.69*
SUGUR SWEET

.

Honeydew «. 1.69 ^

"■JMDUAUVJJ^aAMWCAN

KRAFT
SINGLES

2.39

*"-VARIETIES-FROZEN

*»•

A&P
PIZZAS

|0 *
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Berke Breathed

BLOOM COUNTY
PIPVOV
JilSTXE
IK HOMO K

Mm'

STEVE JUST
OH. iimmr
PUCRUP.
THEY WERE 5HOiM\
UNPERSENATI
PRESSURE
MPCHANSeP BLAPPERPMIN.
PEATHTONOUEY
mm. w 'BUY

cms seams
or me msipenrs\

NO. NO,
NO..

...OR MORE ORfiFHC
PVtoRAMSOF
THE PRESIPENT'S
PROSTATE.

rmer

THE FAR SIDE —Gary Larson

YA KNOW, FOR
MY/Y10NEY, YOU
NEVER CAN SEE 1W
MJCM ofTHATSORT
OF THINS.

IT.

ANPTHE
BON06RSV
ON TV.?

See Dick run. See Jane run. Run run run.
See the wolves chase Dick and Jane.
Chase chase chase. -."

Keith Turner

THE REAL WORLD
LAST flLACt-aucM « wwmw
parity TeKAanmiDTK/m A

HQMKMUi MMNKMN -

PfS*UST**> TOMIOP IMUKUtt>

XXXofc C*HPUH - A BUNCH OF
KN MIH6 TDfcfcTHW?,..
A.RTWT enMtK nseesecp
OK OM PRDfcs - C#- BOTH...

- NOTE m «U»**>k (UtcXL/Mfe..

whin WEmttPu. FBK a*.

F/RST PLKA Na KT ITS FWSST... APPCAL

i» poRay*fcTHfric... «T«ST

19 PCFIKIITU.V A MM) OF GcP...
- NW>BC*8 ««» «3BE ewe.

"Ohl Four steps to the left and ffren three to the
right! ... What kind of a dance was / dolngr

THt REAL WORLD-

This space could be yours.
The Breeze is seeking qualified cartoonists to
fill this spot for this semester. If interested, contact
Kyra Scarton, editpr, c/o The Breeze, Anthony-Seeger
Hall, campus mail, or call her at
"So. until next week - Adtos, amoeeos."

. ....

• t* » W • , '
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FOR RENT
Almost On Campus -1 BR apartments on
Dutchmil Court (behind Hardees). Water,
trash pick up, lawn mowing & appliances
provided. Carpeted. Almost new. No pets.
Lease/deposit $255. 434-2100.
1 Room Available - 289 Campbell St., nice
neighborhood, share utilities with 3 other
students. Call 433-6047.
Need SuNetter For Madison Square - Rent
very negotiable. Call 433-8164.
Forest Hills Townhouses - Now renting for
next year, 5 BRs, 2 1/2 baths, kitchen with
appliances, laundry room with VV/D, 3
stories, A/C, LR/DR. Call Ed at
234-8440.
Desperatel Female needed to occupy 1 BR
of 3 BR Squire Hill townhouse. Available
immediately, $127/mo., utilities extra.
W/D, DW, bus service 4 a comfortable
living situation with 2 other girls. Call Lynn
or Stacey, 433-2973, anytime.
2 BRs In Furnished House - 3 blocks from
campus. May & summer session, $l0O/mo.
Call Heather or Barrie, 433-1606.
Female Needed - Share new 2 BR
townhouse. $190/mo. negotiable plus 1/2
utilities. Available now. Near A & P. Call
Mary, 433-3560.
House Available Aug. 16,1987 for 4 or 5
students, share utilities, 293 Campbell St
Call 433-6047.

FOR SALE

Overseas Jobs - Summer, year-round.
Europe, S. America, Australia, Asia. All
fields. $9Q0-2000/mo. Sightseeing. Free
info, write IJC, P:0. Box 52-VA4, Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625.

LOST & FOUND
Found Orange Kitten - Male, approx 8 mos.
Can't keep much longer. If you lost him or
want him, call Pam at x3846 or x6127.
SERVICES
Audio & Radio Electronics Repair - Low
rates. 833-2184. Marc Maygarden.
Typesetting - Resumes, essays & reports
Specializing in small jobs. Fast service.
433-1457.

Women's Soccer Team Needs Coach - For
information call x7504.
World Karate Champion Steve "Nasty
Andersoh from San Diego, California will
open the newly founded JMU Martial Arts
Club at WCC Ballroom 2nd floor, Mondays
& Wednesdays, 7-9 pm. More info, call
434-8824. Come by for a free week of
lessons.
Monthly Maid Service is included in your
rent at Hunters Ridge. Call 434-5150!
Kathy - Happy late Valentine's Day from
the land of perpetual yardwork. Hope your
Thursday outing went well. Will you still be
mine? Love, Marcus.

Typing Service - 23 years experience,
$1.50/page. Mrs. Price, 879-9935.

Spring Break Party '87 - Sign up now to
reserve your place in Daytona ($99-139);
Ft. Lauderdale ($129-189); or Key West
($165-175). Call Julie , 433-9860; Mitch,
x7456; or Luv Tours, 1-800-542-8003.,

Typing - $l.10/page, overnight rate is
$1.60/page. Call Karen, 433-3327.

Tri Sigma is raffling off Ray Bans - only
25C a chance. See any Sister for details.

Horizon Sure Tan is a professional tanning
salon with the best systems available & 6
years of service. 1106 Reservoir St.,
434-1812.

Shades - Have a great week. See ya soon.
Love, Mel.

Protesslonal
433-8015.

Typing - Call Kathy,

Easy Tan Now Open - Tan & relax with our
latest Sontegra suntanning system. 5 beds.
32 Miller Circle, behind RJ's Deli.
434-0808. Call for appointment, MondayFriday, 8-9, Saturday, 8-4.
Quality Batteries at wholesale prices. Call
Battery Supply, Inc., 434-5155.

Hiring Today! Top pay! Work at home. No
experience needed. Write Cottage
Industries, 1407 1/2 Jenkins, Norman,
Oklahoma 73069.
Excellent Income for part-time home
assembly work. For info, call
312-741-8400, Ext. 411.
Cruise Ship Jobs - Domestic & overseas
Now hiring kitchen help, deck hands, maids,
gift shop sales, summer & career
.opportunities. Call (206) 736-2972, Ext.
C396. •

Cash Paid for baseball & football cards.
433-8811.

Women's CAA BB Tourney
Feb.27-March1
Auditions For Neil Simon's Brighton Beach
Memoirs will be held this Monday, Tuesday &
Wednesday between 7-9 pm in Anthony
Seeger Rm. 5.

JMU Beach Towels! They're almost gone!
Get yours today! JMU beach towels! Call
Kimberty, x4076, or Eagle 201.1 deliver.
Ski This Weekend! See a XK for details!
"Nasty Anderson World Karate Champion
invites you to a free week of Karate lessons.
Call 434-8824. JMU Martial Arts Club.

Women's Basketbal
Sat, Feb. 21,7:30 pm
Spirit Competition

Research Papers - 15,278 available!
Catalog $2. Research, 11322 Idaho,
#1206XT, Los Angeles 90025. Toll Free
Hot Line: 800-351-0222, E/t. 33.
VISA/MC or COD.
PERSONALS

Quality Batteries at wholesale prices. Call
Battery Supply, Inc., 434-5155.

Attention All Campus Groups With Spirit!
Support the women's basketball team Sat,
Feb. 21, 7:30 pm. Prizes for 3 groups with
most spirit

At Last - A newsletter designed to inspire
& inform those interested in Virginia's
music. Satisfaction guaranteed! For details
write: Musicians, P.O. Box 111, Port
Republic, VA 24471.

If You Ordered your ultimate university
shirt, you can pick it up at the Union,
Monday, 12-4 only.

The Ultimata University Shirt - 100%
cotton, thick, $7, WCC, today, 12-4.

Gandy Dancer Presents

Women's Soccer Team Needs Coach - For
information call x7504.

Thursday No Tri - Otto Mann & The Turks
at the Mystic Den. $2.
Michelle - Thanks for being a great date &
behaving yourself! Warren
Skip Castro Sand

Clalr F. Doyle - Happy birthday, but
beware! The Avengers.

Sun., Feb. 22
At The Gandy Dancer

Skip Castro Band

Sun., Feb. 22

JMU Convocation Center

Theta Chi - You guys are hot.
Congratulations new pledges - hang tough
because there's no place better! (Too hot!)
Love, Anne.

EK Weekend Ski Rattle! Lodging, lift
tickets & rentals at Wintergreen! See a EK
for your ticket, only $2!

Now Accepting Applications for waiters &
waitresses for this summer's Dinner
Theatre. Applications may be picked up at
Salads Plus/Steakhouse, WCC, MondayFriday. Deadline March 15,1987.

Where It's At!

Spring Break Daytona - Oceanfront hotel
from $99, transportation only $119 or
both for onl^199. Call Steve, 433-8553.

The Widow Kip's Victorian Bed &
Breakfast in Mt. Jackson. 6 cozy antique
bedrooms with fireplaces. Near skiing.
Great getaway. $45 for 2 with full
breakfast. 703-477-2400.

WANTED

Come & Join over 400 of your college
friends that will be living at Hunters Ridge
next year!

Lisa (101) - Happy B-day! Dinner
Wednesday? Love ya, Chris.

Surlboard For Sale - 5'8" offshore
thruster. Call Pete, x5570. Quick!

HELP

Kristi - Happy 19th on the 18th. Love,
Margee, Shubie, Tracy.

<X>M Congratulates Her New Phis
Stephanie Musso & Jenny Rigger.

The Ultimate T-Shlrt Is Here - JMU/BMW,
$7, WCC, Monday, 12-4.

Government Homes from $1 (U repair)
Delinquent tax property. Repossessions
CaH 805-687-6000, Ext. GH-5526 for
current repo list .

Amy Mitchell - Have a great birthday! Tri
Sig loves you!

We Have 14 Hours To Save The Earth Organizational meeting tonight, 7, WCC,
Rm. C. The SF Fantasy Guild. Bonzai!

Ladies - Tired of shaving? Try waxing! Also
electrolysis. Judy Huffman, 433-6270.

The Country Place is 42 mites north. Enjoy
2 BR cabin or 5 BR lodge with waterbed,
fireplaces, mountain views. $65 up. For
brochure, reservations call 1-743-4007
evenings or Gail Price. Communications
Dept

Kay Stewart - Happy 34 B-day! Keep it
up, T.I.N.G. is impressed! See ya, Nutso.

Pooh - Think, think, think.. Feb. 18th? Oh,
happy day!

4 12" C.T.S. Guitar Speakers - Alnfco V,
$25. 833-2184.

Is It True You Can Buy Jeeps for $44
through the U.S. government? Get the
facts today! Call 1-312-742-1142, Ext.
5090.

Support The Women's Basketball Team Sat Feb. 21, 7:30 pm. Spirit competition.
Sponsored by SGA & JMU Bookstore.
$$Cash Prizes$$.

Don't Forget - See a IK for your ski
weekend ticket!

Strlp-O-Grams - Straddle the new year
with a different attitude. Don't be afraid
Jo do what feels good. Send 1 today,
434-8737.
Spring Break Daytona - Oceanfront hotel,
transportation only $199. Steve.
433-8553.
The Ultimate Shirt for the ultimate
university, today only, WCC, 12-4.
T'3c? Shupe - Have a fantastic 20t:
birt:
'''cr Roomie.

—:
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Camp Day At JMU - Feb. 19 from 9 am - 2
pm in the PC Ballroom. Discusses
employment opportunities as staff member
of various summer camps.
Auditions For Neil Simon's Brighton Beach
Memoirs will be held this Monday, Tuesday &
Wednesday between 7-9 pm in Anthony
Seeger Rm. 5.
K., A. - Valentine's Day & sex go hand in
hand. Jiiim
Gail - Congratulations to you and Scott! I'm
so happy for you. Love, Maria
Liz G. - Hello Again - Desperately trying to
be more than so-so!

Women's Soccer Team Needs Coach - For
information call x7504.

Have you ever received chain mail? If you
have, call The Breeze at x6127.
Uncle burn - Thanks for looking after me!
Spike.
Replacement party-Diane survived. Toilet
paper. Cupid. Tequila. Running bets.
Roses. "No one's allowed upstairs." She's
where? You have to wear red, or a scarf.
II miss you guys!

—

Women's Soccer Team Needs Coach-For
information call x7504.

Sat, Feb. 21,7:30 pm
Attention Commuter Students - During
the week of Feb. 23rd, the University
Program Board will be sending a
Programming Interest Survey to commuter
students through campus mail. Now's your
time to give suggestions & assist UPB in
planning programs that you want!

Hunters Ridge...The ultimate place to live!
Prizes For The Three
Most Spirited Groups

Remember When Music Was Good? So do
we. Otto Mann & The Turks, Thursday at
the Mystic Den.

I Need A Ride to Allentown, PA either the
weekend of Feb. 20 or 27. Can leave
Thursday! Call x7482.

Not Wicked, SIRy: Cloud 9

Get Your Group Together
& Show Your Spirit

Feb. 19-22,8 pm
Need New Shades For Spring Break? See
any Tri Sigma for the chance to win a pair
of Ray Bans - only 25«.

JMU Experimental Theater

BUI Board - Happy 20th & 3 1/2 year
anniversary! Thanks for the last 42 months
&youareM.O.L.!Shabbe

Dear Sweaty Snugglebunny - I'm glad
you're back, happy late V-day & let's try to
make up for last week with a 0 stress this
week! Love, L.H.

Sal, Feb. 21,7:30 pm
Women's Basketbal
Prizes For The Most Spirit

Scott - Hope you enjoyed the semi-formal!
C104

Women's Basketbal

College Republicans - The best party on
campus. Interested? Come to convention.
Richmond, Feb. 20-22. Call x5623 for
details.

Women's Soccer Team Needs Coach - For
information call x7504.
Rick - Thanks! You're a great friend. Buck
Ram Cardinal Fan.

Train With The Best! World Karate
Champion Steve "Nasty" Anderson from
San Diego, California. JMU Martial Arts
Club, 434-8824.

Jen Davison - Sorry I wasn't there last
night! You are an awesome Little Sister!
Love, Heather, Your AXQ Big Sis.

Hey Ray - How's it going? I'm really
psyched you're coming up this week. Me
(and the suite, of course.)

Cheap! $2 for a night of classic rock with
Otto Mann & The Turks. Thursday. Mystic
Den.

III - Ray Bans - A quarter a chance. Go
for it!
Ex-Third Wave Fan (Anonymity takes a lot
of guts!); Why are you confused? We're
not. Chrys, Lance & Jon.
We Love Our New Big Brothers)
Congratulations Bob & Mitch! The Sisters
of Sigma Kappa.
Pat - Congrats on AXP Little Sister! Your
Phi Mu Sisters.

G

Meet Qie ^tBeze
Michael Scoffone
Business Manager

"You know how some people like
model airplanes because they like making
them? Well, it's like that with money for
me. I like making it."
Tucked away in his basement office of
Anthony-Seeger Hall, Mike Scoffone takes
care of managing The Breeze 's annual
budget of about $150,000.
The newspaper business isn't new to
the two-year business manager. For three
years, he delivered The Washington Star.
During that time he won trips to
Disneyland, Six Flags Over Georgia and
Disney World for getting new
subscriptions.
After the Star folded, which Mike had

volunteered to bring out from financial
demise, he switched alliances to The
Washington Post. The Arlington native had
delivered both papers together for just over
a year — putting the Post editions on top
of the Star editions when loading up his
newspaper cart on weekends. He also
delivered the Post for three years.
Mike, a senior majoring in finance,
started buying stocks when he was 12
years ago — 100 shares of The Macke Co.
at $9.50 a share.
"It's [finance] where I can continue my
hobby with the stock majket — and
making money," he says.
Besides the newspaper office and
classes, Mike finds time to devote all his
waking hours to Jam$on, an investment
club he started here in October 1984. Over
the years, he has helped build the original
10-member club into an organization of
more than 100 members.
Under his direction, the club's assets
have grown from the original $2,000 to
more than $60,000.
Mike started the club because he didn't
have enough money to play the market

himself. Plus, he had just bought a 1984
Mustang.
"It was the first time in my life that
cashflow hadn't been flowing nicely," he
says. "It's been the first time since I'd been
old enough to walk that I hadn't had a
job."
David Scoffone, Mike's 12-year-old
brother, keeps Jam$on in the family by
serving as vice president. David, like his
brother, is an avid JMU sports fan.
During the year, Mike always manages
to find time for one of his truest loves —
the Washington Redskins. "It's been in my
family that you love the Skins," he says.
When football isn't in season, Mike fills
the void with Bullets and Capitals games.
To break the tension, Mike and Mark
Chamock, managing editor at The Breeze,
spend their spare office time on the links
for a round of golf or two. Playing the
market is like playing a sport because of its
competitive nature, he says.
"There are winners and there are losers.
. . Just like on the market — you win or
you lose. There's no in-between."
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Broadway dancers' labor of love'
By Pam Wiley
features editor

'This show is dedicated to anyone who has ever
danced in a chorus or marched in step . . .
anywhere."
So wrote Michael Bennett, the man who
conceived, choreographed and directed Broadway's
longest running musical in its playbill.
"A Chorus Line.-rwhich opened in May 1975
and still is running, will be presented this
Tuesday through Sunday in Latimer-Shaeffer
Theatre.
During a rehearsal, as the cast practiced the
dance sequence for the show's finale, director
Roger Hall said he felt this theatrical mammoth
about a Broadway audition would be appropriate
to mark the recent creation of JMU's Department
of Theatre and Dance.
"I saw ['A Chorus Line'] in Washington and
really liked it, and when they put theatre and
dance together in a department last year, it seemed
like it would be a good show to commemorate
theatre and dance coming together."
"A Chorus Line" is set in an audition for a
Broadway musical in 197S, in which more than
20 dancers are competing for eight spots in the
chorus.
After eliminating about half of the group, Zach,
the director, then asks each of the remaining
dancers to step forward and tell something about
themselves besides what is on their resumes.
The show was written by James Kirkwood and
Nicholas Dante, and the music composed by
Marvin Hamlisch, who won Academy Awards for
his work on "The Way We Were" and "The
Sting."
Bennett said in a 1975 New York Times
interview that he got the idea for the show from
talking with a group of dancers in early 1974
about their lives and their careers. Dancers, he
said, are very open people because they spend half
their lives practicing in front of a mirror and must
face their strengths and weaknesses.
" 'A Chorus Line' is as close as we could come
to rendering the truth — the subtext, you could
call it — of many hours of discussion among a
group of dancers whose lives revolve around
Broadway," Benneu said.
A year and a half later, about half the dancers
Bennett talked to were performing in the show
they had helped to create.
The creation of the JMU production of "A
Chorus Line" also was a long-term project. The
show was cast early last semester, and the 27 cast
members were required to take a dance course.
Evening rehearsals began in January.
1
Dance faculty member Kate Trammel, who
co-choreographed the show with Cynthia
Thompson, also a dance faculty member, said the
purpose of the fall semester dance course was to
help cast members develop their dance skills and

» mum ■■■ '
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The JMU Mainstage production of "A Chorus Line" wilt*open Tuesday night in Lati te

confidence before learning the choreography.
"There's a lot of different levels of experience in
the cast. Some have danced a lot, and some
haven't danced any.
"The idea was to work toward a foundation so
we could spend the second semester doing
choreography, also to work toward a sense of

"And each step that
you make, in a way you
become more emotionally committed to the
thing..."

thing for the dancers."
The play opens with Zach, played by Ron
Hemmcl, a graduate student and music teaching
assistant, watching the entire cast go through
several short routines over and over. The dancers
are dressed in everything from sweats and tattered
jerseys to sleek, lycra ensembles. They frantically
sing "God, I hope I get it" as they attempt to stay
in step with the group and outshine each other at
the same time.

— Roger Hall
ensemble in the company — a sense of style."
The course also served to help the cast develop
their characters and get a sense of what a
Broadway audition is like, Hall said.
"We had some assignments like having them
recounting moments when they had auditioned.
We had them read accounts of what professional
auditions were like — both from $he director's
point of view and the choreographer's point of
view."
Hall said he feels the show is very realistic
about professional auditions "in the sense of how
important the work is to the people that are
auditioning ... If you make it past the first
couple of cuts, it's a very grueling, all-day sort of

"A Chorus Line," Broadway's longes^
musical production.
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reflected in 'Chorus Line' this week

Staff photo by ELIZABETH MYERS
ti ler-Shaeffer Theatre.

The stage is surrounded by black curtains and
bare except for large mirror panels like those.
found in a dance studio.
A dance audition is an emotionally charged
situation. Hall said. "They may start out with a
couple hundred people, and they'll do sort of a
basic cut of about half of that almost right away.
"And from there they'll sort of do some work
and cut that in half. And each step that you make,
in a way you become more emotionally

committed to the thing because you're getting
closer and closer to presumably making the thing
and being cast"
When the dancers are asked to talk about
themselves, the results are self-conscious
recitations of names and ages, nervous jokes and
one heavy come-on.
Then the nervousness gives way to a venting of

"People say, 'Oh, gee,
isn't that nice. I bet I
could do that.' They
don't notice the years
of classes and practice
that go into it."
— Ron Hemmel
frustrations with method acting classes, a father
who was ashamed of his son the dancer, small
busdines and the traumas of puberty.

Staff photo by KEVIN ROPP
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Some of the monologues are more serious.
Paul, played by junior Carlos Barillo, tells of
being harassed in high school because he was
gay, dropping out of school at age 16 to dance in
a drag show and of confronting his unsuspecting
parents backstage after a performance.
Cassie, Zach's former lover, played by senior
Tracia Everton, tells of leaving the chorus line
scene at age 22 to go to Hollywood, where she
was unable to make it as an actress, even in
television commercials. Now, at 32, she is back
in New York. All she wants to do is dance, and
she finds herself unable to get a job.

What he calls the "whole life aspect" of the
show is unrealistic, Hemmel said. "In most
auditions there's not enough time, but it makes
the show. It's interesting to see these people and
where they've been and where they are today."
In the course of auditioning, Paul's ankle,
already operated on a cartilage problem, gives out
on him, and he is taken to the hospital. This
makes the other characters face the fact that their
careers depend on. their bodie4-andJlhe question of
what they would do if they gcre-no longer able to
dance arises.
Barillo said this question is one he has thought
about in relation to his own life.
"What would I do? I'm a vocal major, and if I
injure myself in that way, 1 couldn't do what I've
wanted to do all my life. I've been singing and
dancing since I was a toddler.
"I've always woke, up and taken for granted that
I'll always have a voice and I'll always be singing
and kicking my feet What else can I do? [Losing
the ability to sing and dance] leaves an empty
hole in my life."
The possibility of being put out of action by an
injury became all too real for cast member Nathan
Griggs, a senior, who sprained his ankle in
rehearsal last Tuesday. Griggs said he never even
had considered that he might get hurt and possibly
have to quit the show.
"We have to do this grapevine step, and I got
into it wrong, and they took me to the emergency
room."
Griggs left the stage after injuring his ankle and
was followed off by several cast members, he
said. "People were doing lines from the show —
'Does anybody have any Valium or Darvon?' and
"What do you do when you can't dance?'
"I was like, That's a real funny joke right
now,'" he said, gesturing with one raised middle
finger.
One thing that becomes evident in-"A Chorus
Line" is the amount of sweat and determination
put into a musical production. Hemmel said, "I
think it does show the work that goes into a
dance number.
"People say, 'Oh, gee, isn't that nice. I bet I
could do that.' They don't notice the years of
classes and practice that go into it."
Hemmel said the hard work put into a dance
career is actually a labor of love and is reflected in
the song "What I Did for Love," which is sung
by the company.
"I think 'What I Did for Love' sums up the
reason [for the work]. These people just love to
dance, and I think this is true not just for the
characters you see on the stage, but also the
people you sec on the stage. Nobody's getting
paid to do this."
"A Chorus Line" will be presented at 8 p.m.
Tuesday through Saturday and at 2 p.m. on
Saturday and Sunday. Tickets are $5 with JMU
ID and available in advance by calling the box
office at x6260.
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Why pay rent and lose
when you can buy and win?
Let your roommates help to pay for your college housing.
Positive cash flow
No closing costs or points
95% Financing
New four bedroom plan
Two full baths
I

?\

Name
Address.
State

Zip

Quiet study environment
All kitchen appliances
5 minute walk to class
Central Air Conditioning
And Much More
UNIWPSTTy
LOOMOf

Phone

L

Bradley Properties
P.O. Box 8187
Roanoke, VA 24014

J

'hon '', milerocompui

For more information about University Place call toll free in Virginia T-800-262 ?s>nn
ext. 435, or out of Virginia 1-800-822-4433. ext. 435, or send in coupon.
Come by our Sales Office between 1-5 p.ri. or call 433.5052

James
Madison
University

_
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Improve postseason chances

Dukes burn Indians, 96-78
By Greg McCormick
staff writer
Saturday night at the Convocation
Center, JMU men's basketball coach
John Thurston revealed a secret he had
been keeping to himself for weeks.
"Right now we're in the top five of
the most improved teams in the history
of college basketball. We would like to
be the [number one team]."
That Thurston's revelations would
come after this game in particular seem
only fitting.
Carried by 62 percent field goal
shooting, including 20 points from Eric
"Boo Boo" Brent, the Dukes took a
22-point lead into halftime and went on
to defeat Colonial Athletic Association
rival William and Mary, 96-78.
The win helps to erase memories of
the Dukes 10-point loss to the Indians
in January, probably JMU's weakest
effort of the year.
The Dukes' record now stands at 17-6
overall and 7-4 in the CAA, while the
Indians drop further into the conference
cellar with a 2-10 mark; 5-18 overall.
"I thought we played a great first
half," Thurston said. "We had a lot of
things that we wanted to prove tonight.
"They had beat us when we went
down there [and] it was senior night.
We know what we're playing for, for
history, and that's got our guys fired
up." '
For William and Mary head coach
Barry Parkhill, he could do nothing but
watch his team edge closer and closer to
a first-round meeting with Navy in the
upcoming CAA Tournament in
Hampton.
Start photo by MING LEONG
- "The game was lost in the first 20
minutes," he said.
JMU's Claude Ferdinand (23) Milts ^SS^wS^
Parkhill was right After Tom Bock's

ers for a rebound during the Dukes' 96-78 victory Saturday.

five-footer with 5:45 gone put the
Indians within three, the Dukes went on
a 13-2 run to lead by 14.
The rally was keyed by three
three-point scores from Brent and two
jumpers from Thorn Brand.
During the stretch, point guard Benny
Gordon broke the single season assist
record of 162 set by Jeff Cross during
1976-77 season. Gordon finished with
12, and the Dukes with 28, a
Convocation Center record.
Brent finished the period 7 of 8 from
the field and 4 of 5 from outside the
three-point arc. He would finish with
21. Besides Brent, Claude Ferdinand and
Kennard Winchester were high in
scoring with seven points in the half.
Brent's performance came in response
to a challenge from Thurston.
"All week long Coach Thurston was
talking to me about getting 25 points,"
Brent said.
"I don't think I got it, but I tried to
get it in the first half so I could get it
out of the way," he added with a grin.
In the first 15 minutes of the second
half, JMU kept the lead safe, hitting
from both inside and out, and midway
through the period, led by 19.
Despite a 22-point deficit, Parkhill's
second-half strategy revolved around
patience.
"We played so poorly in the first half,
it's just a matter of coming out and
staying with what we can do, not
getting crazy," Parkhill said. "We did
switch to all man-to-man because we
weren't doing anything with the zone,
and Brent was making everything he
threw up."
With less than six minutes
See DUKES page 19>

Variety of factors lead JMU to 'most improved' status
By Rob Washburn
sports editor
-....
Unless things change drastically over the next
couple of weeks, the JMU men's basketball team
will finish as the most improved team in the
country this season.
That the Dukes have been able to post a 17-6
mark after last season's 5-23 campaign is in itself
amazing. Only five teams in history have ever made
a bigger turnaround, and JMU could move up on
that list with a few more wins down the stretch.
But how?

Sure, the Dukes have added an outstanding point
guard in junior Benny Gordon, and the addition of
Kennard Winchester, Ralph Glenn and Claude
Ferdinand have helped greatly.
But this a team which starts no one taller than
6-foot-5, is outrebounded by an average of more
than three a game and is ranked seventh in, the
Colonial Athletic Association in free throw
shooting and three-point field goal shooting.
No one seems to be able to put their finger on
why this team has been so successful, but here are a
few things that have helped:

THE RIGHT COMBINATION: You can add all
the new players you want to a roster, but if they
don'l work well together, you're not going to win.
This year's JMU team is not blessed with any
superstars, but its balance is by far the best in the
CAA. Five different people have led the team in
scoring this season, and four Dukes are averaging
double figures.
"You've got new'players, new enthusiasm and old
players playing better than they ever have," JMU
See IMPROVED page 23 >
cr-jc.
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Hey JMU,
We feel you shouldn't
have to worry about
coupons.
So Don't!
Our coupon prices
are standard for you,
WHAT'S HAPPENING AT
With or without the
MR. GATTI'S
coupons.
Not so with the
$3.59
THE BEST PIZZA at the BEST BUFFET
other guys...
In TOWN!

Every 11 AM-2 PM

Salad bar Pizza Spaghetti Garlic Bread
Cinnamon sticks the kids will love

We'll deliver to your door

$3 .79

433-0606

BEST NIGHT TIME BUFFET EVER!
Monday, Wednesday, Thursday 5:30-8:30PM

Sun-Thurs till 1:00 am

Fri - Sat till 2:00 am

Watch your favorite shows and enjoy our mouthwatering pizza.
WE GUARANTEE YOU WONT GO AWAY

$6.00*

for any medium
regular, one
topping pizza
plus 2 Free Cokes

$6.00

for any medium
regular, one
topping pizza
plus 2 Free Cokes

$7.00

OR
$7.00

for any medium
rag., 3 topping
pizza plus 2 Free
Cokes
may or may not
expire

for any medium
reg.,3jopping
pizza plus 2 Free
Cokes
- may or may not
expire

$7.50

$6.00

for any medium
regular, one
topping pizza
plus 2 Free Cokes

OR
$7.00

for any medium
rag., 3 topping
pizza plus 2 Fraa
Cokes
may or may not
expire

$1.©©

OIFIF

any large
plus 4 FREE Cokes j
OR
any medium
plus 2 FREE Cokes j
May or may not expire j
r\

]

—*

$7.50

for any large
regular, one
topping pizza plus
4 Free Cokes

for any large
regular, one
topping pizza plus
4 Free Cokes

OR
$9.00

OR
$9.00

for any large
regular crust 3
topping pizza plus
4 Free Cokes
may or may not expire

for any large
regular crust 3
topping pizza plus
4 Free Cokes
may or may not expire]

HUNGRY!!

$7.50

for any large
regular, one
topping pizza plus
4 Free Cokes

OR
for any urge
nigular crust 3
tapping pizza plus
4 Free Cokes
may or may not expire*
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Strides
Improving long jumper gains nationals with record-setting effort
v Crockett
By Gary
Crockett
staff writer

T

For D.D. Manns, the road to success
already has had its share of rewards, but
he's hoping the best are still to come.
The junior has emerged as one of
JMU's best track and Held athletes. And
after a victory in the IC4A outdoor
championships last spring, he has
emerged as one of the country's top
long jumpers as well.
This season, the Bassett native
extended his school record for the
second time with a leap of 24'11-1/2".
That jump brought him within seven
inches of the standard needed to qualify
for the NCAA indoor meet next month
in Oklahoma City.
If he reaches that mark, he'll be
JMU's second Ail-American in track in
the last three years, joining former
student Danny Little.
Ordinarily, Manns' achievements
would not appear surprising, except that
he began his college career as a running
back for the JMU football team.
However, through an unpleasant turn
of events during his sophomore year,
Manns chose to quit the football team
because he was unsure about his future.
"At that point I wasn't happy with
the whole aspect of college," he said.
"It seemed like I was practicing all the
time and studying all the time, and
neither one was going well.
"I didn't feel I was improving my
position on the team - I wasn't moving
up the ladder, so to speak. And as far as
school was, my grades were suffering2
because of the fact that I wasn't happy."
It was then that he decided to turn his
attention to track.
The sudden transition from football to
track wasn't easy. With only a few
weeks of practice before the start of the
indoor season, Manns spent that first
year trying to get adjusted.
Overweight and hindered by a

hamstring
injury, his
his top
for the
the
■»*« «■*
top mark
mark for
season was about a foot shorter than his
best jump in high school.
"It was a big adjustment physically
because I had so much muscle mass by
then that it was difficult to do much,"
he said. "It was frustrating because I
knew I could do it but it just wasn't
there."
Despite his early setbacks, Manns
found that the less demanding
environment of track and Held agreed
more with his own casual lifestyle.
He said he discovered a greater

hot pink

orange
Juice

preppy green

kinkcs
1010 South Main St.
HarrUonburg. Va 22801
433-QftH7

Walton, who has
coached Manns for the past three years.
"If he finds himself in a position where
he has to get off a good jump to qualify
for the finals, he's able to mentally put
it all together and come up with that
one big jump."
Manns added, "I'm able to handle the
third jump, the do-or-die situation better
now which, ofcrjOTse, just comes from
experience/
Manns is also more conscious of how
he jumps. He says that being able to
watch m^eotapes of his jumps has

"As soon as I made the change to track,
I wanted to go straight to the top. I feel
I can do it. There's no doubt in my mind."
—D.D. Manns
self-satisfaction that was missing when
he played football.
"I found that I enjoy individual sports
more because it's just me and that
sport," he said. "I don't have to put up
with a lot of strategies and game plans.
All I have to be concerned with is what
I have to do."
With a new sense of direction and a
season of competition behind him,
Manns started to fulfill his potential
durjng his second year.
His performances grew more
consistent, and in the spring he broke
Little's school record of 24'-2".
Manns was gaining confidence as
well as recognition. The NCAA ranked
him 37th for the 1986 season.
Along with Manns' physical
development came an improvement in
his attitude.
"He's matured as an individual," said

Dukes
SUPER COLORS

head CQach
coach Bill
head
Bil.

> (Continued from page 17)
remaining, the strategy paid off.
Matt O'Reilly's free throws with 5:52
to go pulled the Indians to within nine
at 73-64, as William and Mary took
advantage of JMU's problems
maintaining defensive position.
"We were fronting too far away,"
Thurston said. As a result, as the ball
went the other way, it would be gone
before a Dukes' defender could tum to
prevent it.
"We just moved the guy behind,"
Thurston continued. "We made that
adjustment and took away their inside
game."
After making the adjustment, another

allowed him the chance to recognize
errors in form.
The two areas in need of
improvement are developing confidence
as a sprinter and getting to thtf'proper
place on the board for his takeoff,
Walton said.
Higher goals also have come with
Manns' continued improvement.
Besides the immediate goals of
defending his IC4A championship and
qualifying for the NCAA meet, Manns
has his sights set on the Olympic
Sports Festival this summer in
Raleigh, N.C.
That event is held every non-Olympic
year. The Sports Festival selects two
athletes for every event from each the
country's four regions.
Farther down the road, Manns is
looking toward the 1988 Olympic
trials, which would follow his final

JMU run upped the lead to a more
comfortable 19 and ended any threat.
For the Dukes' senior leaders, a
victory over the Indians proved much
more than just a "W in the standings. It
was redemption. Saturday's win was but
the second in seven games over the
Indians since Brent and Newman arrived
at JMU four years ago.
"This [William and Mary] is the team
I wanted to play," said Newman.
"They've always had our number and
I'm glad we could beat them."
And for Brent, it meant more still.
"I was determined tonight, I did all
my smiling during warmups," Brent
said. "When thewhistle blew before the
game I was ready to play.

year at JMU. Those trials have been(on
l^Z^Z^*
*"" *~*
his
mind for a while.
"That's been my number one goal,"
he says. "As soon as I made the change
to track, I wanted to go straight to the
top. I feel I can do it. There's no doubt
in my mind."
Due to the precise nature of long
jumping, natural ability doesn't always
ensure success.
Good weather, a fast track and a high
competitive spirit on the part of the
athlete must all be present to produce a
peak performance, Walton said.
Manns offers his own theory: "I think
just getting on the runway and feeling
good on that day is all that it's going to
take," he said. "Because I know I have
the potential, the strength and all the
qualities to make it."
Walton explained that the depth of
long jumpers in the United States is so
great and so closely grouped in terms of
ability, that even a marginal increase
in one's performance can result in a big
gain in the rankings.
And what will be going through his
mind when he stands poised at the end
of the runway, preparing to make that
one jump that could place him among
the elite?
He ponders momentarily and then
says slowly, "First I'll say a prayer,
then I'll think about all the training I've
done, then I'll tell myself, 1 know I can
do it', then I'll get relaxed and go for
it."
And when he lands in the pit perhaps
another record will land in the book.
Note— A new record was indeed set
last weekend. Manns broke his own
school record of 24*11" with a jump of
25'-10 1/4" to take first place in the
Miller Lite Oval Grand Prix, a
world-class event at George Mason
University. Manns qualified for the
NCAA championships Mar. 13-14 in
Oklahoma City.

"I put myself to shame [in JMU's
71-61 loss to the Indians earlier]. I lost
my starting position, I shot terrible. I
had to redeem myself and this was the
game to do it."
The win also improved JMU's
post-season chances. The Dukes have
not qualified for post-season play since
1983.
For a team that was 5-23 last year,
though, success is not necessarily
measured by playoff appearances.
"When you come as far as we have,
you don't worry about [playoffs],"
Thurston said. "We've got a shot at
post-season play, if there's 96 better
teams than ns in the country, then so
be it."
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JMU Wrestlers fall to William and Mary
By John Aronofl
staff writer

In a dual meet dedicated to Doug West
and Rich Bouzakis, the JMU wrestling
team dropped a narrow 28-20 decision
to William and Mary Saturday at
Godwin Hall. The Indians improved
their record to 9-8 while JMU dropped
to 4-9.
West was killed in an automobile
accident last August, while Bouzakis
was critically injured in an accident in
July. Before the match, Brian Kurlandcr
escorted Bouzakis in a wheelchair out to
center mat where Jeff "Peanut" Bowycr
presented him with a plaque. Speaking
on behalf of the team, Bowycr wished
Bouzakis, who wrestled in the
134-pound class as a freshman last year,
a speedy recovery and said the whole
team was behind him. Bouzakis expects
to return to JMU soon.
"It feels great to be back at JMU,"
Bouzakis said. "Hopefully, I'll be back
next semester, but definitely by
January."
Bowyer never broke a sweat in tying
JMU's career match record of 114 wins
when Tribe coach Bill Pincus elected to
- forfeit the match out of respect for the
two-time 118-pound NCAA regional
champion.
Bowyer defeated Zapf by a technical
fall earlier this season, and instead of
risking another defeat, Pincus had Zapf
wrestle JMU's Dave Monize in the
126-pound class.
"We feel Bowyer is one of the best
kids in the country," Pincus said. "We
felt [Dave] Monize wasn't quite the
wrestler Bowyer is and that maybe Zapf
could do something [against Monize]."
The strategy paid off for the Indians.
The match ended in a 5-5 tie despite an
injury to Monize which twice delayed
the contest.
Bowyer expressed some satisfaction
in earning number 114 (33-5 this
season), but admitted "it would have
felt a little better" if he had wresUed. "I
can't control that situation, so I just
have to go out and get ready for VMI
on Wednesday," he said.
With four dual meets left in the
season, Bowyer is starting to look

Staff photo by LAWRENCE JACKSON
JMU wrestler Brian Kurlander works for the pin against William and Mary's Chris Thomas Saturday at Godwin Hall. Kurlander eventually pinned Thomas, but the Dukes lost 28-20 to the Tribe.

ahead to the NCAA regionals in hopes
of salvaging what has been a
dissappointing year for the Dukes thus
far.
"I was kind of looking forward to our
team having a winning season," he
said. "We can't do that now, so I guess
we're going to have to get pumped up
and try to win the region."
Bowycr noted one big problem for the
Dukes this season has been injuries and
the match against the Tribe was no
exception. It began with Monize's
injury and ended with the heavyweight
match between JMU's Chris "Bundy"
Crissman and John Smith.
Wrestling with a broken right wrist,
Crissman fended off Smith as long as
he could, only trailing 4-1 going into
the third session. But Smith continued

to work on the wrist and finally pinned
Crissman with 1:36 to go in the match.
JMU received more damage in the
158-pound match between JMU's
Robert Milavsky and Andy Adebonojo.
Milavsky was injured after a vicious
takedown by Adebonojo early in the
second session and had to be carried off
the mat. Adebonojo was awarded the
victory.
•The previous 150-pound match
proved to be just as costly. Pat Smith
(21-12-1) lost a close match to William
and Mary's Mark McGlaughlin (4-2),
when an apparent reversal for Smith
went unnoticed by the officials in the
second session.
Dukes' head coach Pete Schuyler
sighed dejectedly and said, "Those two
matches made the difference."

Nevertheless, the Dukes did have a
few shining moments.
..Kurlander improved his season record
to 16-3-1 by defeating Chris Thomas in
a technical fall. After sitting out the
first semester with a knee injury,
Kurlander appeared in excellent shape as
two-time defending state champion in
the 167-pound class. Kurlander toyed
with Thomas, throwing him to he mat
several times during the 22-6 rouL
In other matches JMU's 190-pound
John Cheeks returned from a three-week
injury to defeat Sam Roots easily,
16-5.
The Dukes' George Fiorile wresUed to
a 6-6 tie in the 177-pound class with
Kevin Turner. Jon Blauvelt, a
134-pounder, lost to the Tribe's Thierry
Channey, 5-2.

JMU women surge past4ndians, prepare for Spiders
By Mark Charnock
managing editor

The JMU women's basketball team
extended its \.in streak to nine straight
Friday night with a 92-38 conference
victory over William and Mary.
The win gives JMU its third straight
20-win season at 20-3. The Dukes also
remain unbeaten in Colonial Athletic
Association play at 10-0. William and
Mary falls to 4-19, 1-9 in the CAA.
"We just really wanted to play to our
level," JMU head coach Shelia

Moorman said. "We're not out to run
up the score and I would never want to
give that impression...It doesn't matter
who you play, you want to play to
your level."
JMU jumped out to an early lead,
then dominated the Tribe when William
and Mary did not score from 5:14 left in
the first half to 14:13 in the second
half. During that time, the Dukes went
on a 28-0 run to lead 62-22 with 14:38
left in the game.
Flo Jackson and Betsy Witman led
JMU with a game-high 16 po.nts

apiece. Karen Jordan led the Tribe with
12.
JMU's intensity level was back up
after a lackluster second half against
American last week. The Dukes' defense
held William and Mary to 16
second-half points and forced 40
turnovers.
JMU next travels to Richmond and
Old Dominion before returning for
CAA games against UNC-Wilmington
and East Carolina just before the
conference tournament Feb. 27.

JMU beat the Spiders 79-56 at home
Jan. 19, and Moorman is hoping for the
same kind of intensity from her team
this time around.
"It's important to play the best we
can and with enthusiasm...," she said.
"Now is the time when you want to
play your best basketball."
Richmond is led by center Laurie
Governor. The junior averages 17
points per game and 9.5 rebounds per
game. The Spiders are 10-13 overall,
and 4-5 in the conference.
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A good haircut is elementary.^

ATTENTION BSN
CLASS OF 1987.
The Air Force has o special program for 1987 BSNs If selecfed,
you can enter active duty soon
after graduation—without waiting
for the results of your State Boards

To qualify, you must have an
overall "B" average. After commissioning, you'll attend a five-monfh
internship at a major Air Force
medical facility. It's an excellent
way to prepare for the wide range
of experiences you'll have serving
your country as an Air Force nurse
officer. For more information, call
Capl Gloria Roseboro
(804) 276-0459
TSgt Jack Thomson
(804) 971-8092

STUDIO P. HD.
87 E. Elizabeth Street
(across from the Post Office)

m-Th: 9-8, Fri: 9-5, Sat: 9-1
434-8188
:jiii£r

Give your Car a Break before rhevron
Spring Break at

TAN
Year 'Round

Arbogast City Chevron
219 E. Market St.
Prompt, Efficient, Courteous Service
on all your automotive needs
Harold Arbogast
owner

More ana more
Americans are
discovering the
convenience and benefits
of year 'round indoor,
UVA tanning.
One Vislt-$5.00
12 Vlsrts-$45.00
(30 min. visits)

433-0843

624 Hawkins St.
434-1617
Horrisonburg, VA 22801

"

The heat is on.

^ato 'designs

DRY CLEANERS &
LAUNDROMAT
NEW-MODERN-CONVENIENT

This summer may be your last chance
to graduate from college with a degree
and an officer's commission. Sign up
for ROTC's six-week Basic Camp
now. See your Professor of Military
Science for details. But Hurry. The
time is short. The Space is limited. The
heat is on.

Next to BEST Products/Cloverleaf Shopping Center
vOPEN

7 A.M.-10 P.M. MON-SAT
1P.M.-10 P.M. SUNDAY

3 HOUR SHIRT LAUNDRY (on premise)
1 HOUR DRY CLEANING
FLUFF & FOLD

BRING LAUNDRY BY 9:00 AM
PICK UP BY 3:00 PM WASHED,
DRIED, AND FOLDED

ATTENDANT ON DUTY

ARMYROTC.
BEALLYOUCANBE.

This

coupon

ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS TRAINING CVWS
CONTACT: Major Saari 568-6264
OFFICE: Stadium F203

you

to

ONE FREE WASH
IN

i

entitles

...

One

coupon
_ . . .

LAUNDROMAT
pet
H*-'

vkit
visit

f^tot

one

•
wash

GOOD THRU 2 28 87

VU^UO^S/C'O'ISRTV WHILE W5P
THIS SPECIAL GOOD WITH JMU ID
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SPORTSFILE

Long jumper
wins at meet
JMU recorded several high finishes in
both the Miller Lite Oval Grand Prix in
Fairfax and the Hardee's Classic in
Morgantown, W.Va.
At the Miller Lite meet, a world-class
event, JMU long jumper D.D. Manns
took first place with a leap of 25'10
1/4", breaking his own school record by
almost a foot. The jump qualified him
for the NCAA championships Mar.
13-14 in Oklahoma City.
JMU's 4x200-meter relay team of
Kevin Jones, Terence Sheppard,
Lawrence Smith and Chris Miller
placed third with a time of 1:29.70.
They also came in sixth in the
1,600-meter relay.
Dukes' graduate assistant Rick
Kleban, competing unattached, placed
fourth in the pole vault at 16 feet.
In the Hardee's Classic, Carl Childs
won the shot put for the Dukes with a
toss of 48'11 1/2".
JMU's Desi Wynter placed third in
the 400-meter run and Peter
Weilenmann came in third in the
3,000-meter run.
The Dukes' 1,600-meter relay team of
Kendall Curry, Wynter, Craig LeCesne
and Jeff Fritz finished third with a time
of 3:26.8.
FENCING

the top individual records for the Dukes.
The JMU junior varsity defeated
Vassar 12-4 and Johns Hopkins 13-3.
Tanya Veil (10-2) and Tonya Whitenton
(7-1) led the Dukes' J V squad.
MEN'S GYMNASTICS

JMU
defeated
Princeton
237.50-217.25 in an away meet Friday.
Mike Harley led the Dukes by
winning the all-around with 50.25
points. He took first places in the floor
exercise (9.4), the vault (9.1) and the
parallel bars (8.65).
The Dukes' Bob McKieman placed
second in the all-around (48.2), second
on the pommel horse (8.15), third on
rings and third on parallel bars.
Tim Ratliff (8.55) won the high bar
event for the Dukes.
WOMEN'S GYMNASTICS

The Dukes (2-7) placed second in a
tri-meet Saturday in Philadelphia.
Yale won the meet with 172 points,
followed by JMU with 168.75 and
Pennsylvania with 165.80.
The Dukes' Laura Peterson won the
uneven parallel bars competition with a
9.35 score. She placed second in the
all-around with a 35.0 and tied for
second in the vault by scoring an 8.9.
JMU's Carol Hnatuk tied for second
on the uneven parallel bars with a 9.2
and placed second in the floor exercise
with a 9.0.
MEN'S

SWIMMING

JMU placed second for the second
The JMU fencing team (7-6) won
consecutive
year in the Colonial
three straight matches at Baltimore
Athletic
Association
championships in
Saturday, defeating Vassar 9-7, Goucher
Greenville, N.C.
13-3 and Johns Hopkins 10-6.
Navy won the seven-team meet with
Angela Leffel (10-2), Sandy Mohlcr
(7-3) and Dina McClanahan (6-4) posted 651 points, followed by JMU (628),

Improved —
> (Continued from page 19)

head coach John Thurston said. "The
problem we've had since the NCAA
years is not bad players, but bad
combinations of players.
Senior guard Eric "Boo Boo" Brent
agrees with his coach's assessment.
"Everybody knows Benny and
Kennard have been a big help to this
team, but we're playing well together,"
Brent said. "This is definitely the best
combination we've had, it 's not even
close."
GORDON AND GLENN: Their
statistical contributions are obvious.
Gordon already has the JMU season
record for assists with 170, and it's
possible that he could break the
four-year school record for assists in
just two seasons.
Glenn has done all of the dirty work
for the Dukes and has provided stellar
defensive performances against much
taller players.
But their biggest contribution has
been bringing a winning attitude to a
team lhat had forgotten how to win.

"They're both tough, inner-city kids
who will knock you on your block to
win the game," Thurston said. "When
you inject that into some of the other
guys, it makes your whole team that
way."
Added senior captain John Newman,
"They don't know how to lose. They
play with a flare and cockiness that
tends to spread around the team."
WINNING ON THE ROAD: When
the Dukes defeated Virginia Tech 70-67
on Dec. 6, it marked the first time in
20 attempts that JMU had posted a
victory away from the Convocation
Center. The Dukes are 6-3 on the road
this season and have won some big
games in unfriendly confines.
"The key to any successful year is
winning on the road.," Thurston said.
"To win on the road takes a lot of guts;
you've got to be as lough as nails.
When they showed that, then you knew
you had a good team."
CONFIDENCE: JMU is 10-2 this
season in games decided by less than
eighJ_points, compared to last year
-when the Dukes lost 13 contests that

East
Carolina
(615)
and
UNC-Wilmington (388).
The Dukes' Randy Parker won the
meet's outstanding swimmer award for
the second year in a row.
He set JMU and CAA championships
records by winning the 100-yard
freestyle and 100-yard butterfly.
As a member of the Dukes' winning
400-yard freestyle relay, he swam a leg
of 44.83 seconds, breaking the record he
set while winning the 100-yard
freestyle. He also finished second in the
50-yard freestyle.
JMU's Brian Tobias won the 100-yard
backstroke with a time of 52.75

seconds, while teammate Brian
Drinkwater took first in the 200-yard
backstroke (1:55.22 minutes).
Bill Brackman won the 1,650-yard
freestyle for the Dukes with a time of
16:18.87.
JMU's 400-yard freestyle relay team
of Tobias, Parker, Mike Hurley and
Mike Gough won their event, setting a
JMU record with a time of 3:06.65.
The Dukes' first-place 400-yard
medley relay squad of Tobias, Eric
Johnson, Steve Miller and Parker set a
conference record with a time of
3:29.61.

JMU women's swimmers romp
to second straight CAA crown
For the second consecutive season,
the JMU women's swimming team
won the Colonial Athletic Association
championships in convincing fashion.
The Dukes placed first in the
seven-team meet at Greenville, N.C.
with 795 points. East Carolina came in
second with 618, while Navy was third
with 523.
JMU's excellent depth proved
important to their domination of the
meet. The Dukes won only two
individual titles, but won three of the
five relays and totaled nine second-place
finishes.
Leslie Norton won the 500-yard
freestyle with a time of 5:09.81, while
Barbie Johnson took first in the
400-yard individual medley with a
4:42.71 time.
The Dukes set three conference
records with their winning relay times.
JMU's 200-yard freestyle relay squad

of Norton, Mary Mumber, Jenni
Demko and Annie Jones won their
event in 1:39.26 and took first in the
400-yard freestyle relay with a time of
3:35.29.
The Dukes' 800-yard medley relay
team of Lisa Caswell, Mumber, Norton
and Demko topped the field with a time
of 7:52.67.
JMU earned nine second places to key
their team championship.
Kamie Kuester (400-yard individual
medley and 1,650-yard freestyle) and
Johnson (200-yard individual medley
and 200-yard backstroke) each finished
second in two events for JMU.
Jones (50-yard freestyle), Norton
(200-yard freestyle), Donohue (100-yard
butterfly), Demko (100-yard freestyle)
and Rae Asbridge (200-yard
breaststroke) each placed second for the
Dukes.
—Brian Drinkwater

were decided by less than nine points.
Instead of wondering how its going to
lose a close game at the end, JMU is
now finding a way to win.
"Winning breeds more winning,"
Thurston said. "This team has a certain
amount of determination to them.
They're tough, hard-nosed kids who
come right after you. They're enjoyable
to coach, they're enjoyable to watch
play and who knows what they can
accomplish."
Brent said JMU's whole approach to
the game has changed this season.
"We think we can beat anyone when
we walk into the gym," Brent said.
"We're not going to lay down for
anyone. I don't care how big of a team
they have or how quick of a team they
have, we're going to find a way to keep
it tough."
With 17 wins, JMU has already
reached the goal Thurston set for the
team, but the Dukes' head coach admits
his team is not satisfied.
Lurking in the near future could be a
berth in the NCAA or NIT tournament,
and Newman feels JMU is deserving of

the honor.
■•-*—t.
"I definitely think we deserve it,"
Newman said. "Everybody says we
haven't played any good teams, but
before the season started, our schedule
was one of the toughest ones in the
country. Just because other teams aren't
winning, I don't think people should
downgrade us."
Thurston is taking a more
philosophical approach to post-season
possibilities.
"To be able to stand here tonight and
talk about maybe getting into the
NCAA or NIT is amazing considering
where we came from and where we were
picked to be," Thurston said. "I think
we're a great story. I don't know what's
going to happen, but we have to take
each game one at a time. It's in
somebody else's hands now, and we've
just got to leave it up to them."
So how is it that this basketball team
has gone from 5-23 to 17-6 in just one
season?
t
"We've got a lot of heart," said
Newman with his hand to his chest.
"We've got a lot of heart."

4
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Expanded studies

■*

Andrew Wyatt

JMU students need to graduate knowing how to think critically and how
to develop their own ideas. By adopting last week's proposal by the
Liberal Studies Committee, the university could take one step closer
toward providing a well-rounded, well-based general studies core
curriculum.
The thrust of the proposed changes calls for more individual thinking
rather than just textbook memorization. The plan would make a JMU
education one that teaches students how to use information — not to just
recite facts.
Formulating ideas finally is getting the priority it deserves. By
emphasizing reading and writing skills, the plan would move the general
studies program away from reiterating what many students already should
have learned during high school. Students need to learn how to take
concepts and develop their own interpretations.
The plan, presented as the final working draft, is not without problems.
The theories are established but the difficulty will come in trying to bring
those ideas into a realistic practice. And a freshman seminar is included in
the program. But at last week's open faculty meetings, faculty members
expressed concern that reducing general science courses to three credit
hours to make room for the seminar will eliminate laboratory sessions.
Hopefully, continued open faculty meetings will resolve these concerns
as parties involved talk out their differences rather than waiting for the
problems to show up after a proposal is implemented.
Involving critical thinking into the general courses makes students look
for answers outside the confines of the classroom or the textbook. The
university thus would enhance the value of the educations it provides by
adopting the committee's final proposal. The four years we spend in
classes should teach us more than how to get the job that pays the most
money.
The above editorial is the opinion of The Breeze editorial board.

Influx of nerds at JMU wrecks party tradition

^

»

I knew there was a reason why I've stuck around
JMU for a fifth year. Thank God for subconscious
decision making (and, of course, the foreign language
requirement). My fifth year at JMU has given me an
opportunity to see the changes in the character of the
JMU student body. Anyone who's been here for
several years has heard conversations like the one I
* 'ard recently between two seniors sitting on the
quad.
"JMU's not as cool as it used to be," said one of
the distinguished upperclassmen.
"I guess it's because the students are just getting
smarter," said the other wise sage stroking his grey
beard
"You're right," blurted the other. "It's not like the
old days when this school really partied. I'm telling
you, you start letting smart people in the school and
you get more and more nerds."
"Goofs, definite goofs," said the sage. "I can
remember back when I was a freshman, we really
partied. Remember that keg we got?" I sat
flabergasted as the conversation began to drift into a
Miller genuine draft beer commercial.
"Yea. remember that seven-keg party we had,"
whispered the senior who was, by now, my guru. He
chuckled and raised the brown, flower patterned cup
he had "snuck out of D-Hall" to his lips. Just then
the other one sprung to his feet
"Don't forget rush dude."
This caused soda and ice to rocket out of the other's

mouth with a force that reminded me of the Apollo
space missions.
"We gatored all night on that beer-covered floor,"
continued the other, despite the fact that he was
sending his friend into convulsions of laughter on the
ground while one outstretched hand pleaded for mercy.
"We were definitely cool and the chicks were
digging us," concluded the sage.
"And initiations. We were crazy." added the other,
as he fought to secure his basic motor skills.

FROM LEFT FIELD

Harry Atwood
These two men surely would tarnish John Belushi's
crown as the definitive king of college antics.
The two laughed and reminisced about the past for a
while, i continued to watch and listen from my
vantage point behind a tree, wondering what all I
could learn from these two. I saw something
magnetic about these two, it was, I believe, the bond
built between what I -was slowly realizing as two
very groovy and partying cats. But, these two had
other facets to their complex characters. The
conversation turned gloomy.

"Now look at JMU, man," said one of the
dispondcnt seniors. "It just doesn't rock like it used
to, you know."
"I know. Have you been to JM's recently?"
"No, it brings me down.man."
"No kidding," said the other. "I'm telling you its all
admissions'fault. They've got to slop this influx of
geeks."
"For sure dude." said the other one, slipping his
Ray Bans down off the top of his head and onto the
bridge of his nose with one elegant swipe of the
hand.
The other gent stood up, slipped one strap of his
book bag over his shoulder and began walking up the
quad gracefully balancing the book bag with a
combmauons of shoulder shrugs and body tilts.
"Hey wait for me," said his friend as he tripped
scrambled to his feet and concealed the faux pas by
pretending to jog up to his friend.
6 6
of
IMJP "P " ™*
sPy'lg on these two members of
JMU s diamonds of socialization has taught me more
than a few tips to the art of coolness. It has taught
Z<nv, ad,nissi0"s is slowly, but surely, destroying
JMU s long held claim to fame of being "The party
Long live the seniors.

Harry Atwood is a senior majoring in English.
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CAMPUSQUOTE
Who did you receive a Valentine
from?
"I received one from
someone by the
name of Chris, and
I appreciate the
thought."

Julius Sherman
junior
CIS

"From my parents.
First one since
fifth grade."

Leigh McGuire
freshman
English

"My great Aunt
Sally who lives in

a big green house
in Dcdham,
Massachusetts."

Joe Hlney
freshman
undeclared

r U ri U M

Civil rights speaker downplayed
To the editor:

page one of Thursday's Breeze. All we want to
know is: Why?

Maybe our priorities arc mixed up; we're not
sure. Granted, we're not journalists by any means,
but civil rights is an area we are at least familiar
with. Sure, Kat Tyler and her situation are
important and the Spain semester sounds great, but
let's look around and consider such things as
impact on a society, differing races, racism,
national leaders, civil rights activists and even
dreams. The story on Yolanda King did not make

Brian Young
junior
theater

Scott Misler
senior
psychology

Editor's note: Each issue's top stories are
reviewed by the editor, who weighs the strengths
of each article. The front-page stories of last
Thursday's issue were judged to be the best choices
because of their timeliness and student interest.

Campus police 'genuinely
concerned' about safety
To the editor:
A situation has been brought up that needs
immediate clearing up before it becomes ajserious
problem. Since Jay Smith's inaccurate and hearsaybased letter (The Breeze, Feb. 5), students have
become very hostile towards the campus police.
As a campus cadet, I have had the opportunity to
work with and get to know the police. I, along with
the other cadets, have also been victim of the latest
hostility. I therefore would like to clear up some
confusion students might have about the police.
First of all, the officers are not power hungry, nor
are they out to "get" students. They are all very
professional people who are genuinely concerned for
the public's safety. They enforce the laws. They do
not make them. If you don't want to be arrested for
being drunk in public or underage consumption, you
have two options. One, don't get obviously drunk or
don't drink if you're underage. Two, write your
congressman and lobby to change the law. Don't give
the officers backtalk. It won't help. Cooperate with
the officer nicely instead
Second, I have never seen or heard the officers
harass the students, physically or verbally. They are
not allowed to use foul language in public. I believe
some people have a misconception of what
harassment is. It does not occur when an officer stops
an obviously drunk person and asks to see some
identification. Harassment occurs when that person
taunts the officer with backtalk and "mature"
namecalling. Calling an officer "Barney Fife" or a
"redneck" is harassment Intimidating a cadet who is

Letters

checking out a report that a woman may be
struggling with a man on the railroad tracks is
harassment, especially if the man intimidating the
cadet is a large football player. A cadet in this
instance is just doing his job.
While performing my job last weekend, I observed
not mature, friendly students but rather a bunch of
conceited, drunken brats with chips on their
shoulders. And instead of retaliating with mass
arrests, the officers took it with a grain of salt.
Rather than conforming to the stereotype that people
like Mr. Smith and some others have put on them,
the officers put up with jeering and taunts like
professionals. They should be congratulated rather
than scrutinized.
The officers do not write most parking tickets; the
cadets do. These tickets are not written unjustly. Nor
are we allowed to ticket the same car twice in one day
unless the car owner "intelligendy" uses a tick it
written in one restricted lot to park illegally in
another location on campus.
I would like to urge students to get the facts before
judging these officers. Try to understand their job and
their position. They hold a job that should be
respected. Try offering one of these men and ladies in
blue a nice greeting and you'll find, as I have, that
they are among the friendliest people you will meet.

Policy

The Breeze welcomes letters to the editor from all readers. Letters
should be typed and include the writer's name, phone number, academic
year and major.
Letters without this informatbn cannot be published.
Letters should be mailed to the editorial editor. The Breeze,
Communication Department, JMU, Harrisonburg VA 22807. Letters may
also be sent through the campus mail or dropped off in The Breeze office
in the basement of Anthony-Seeger Hall.
All letters are subject to editing for clarity and to meet space
limitations.

&■■■

Scott Johnston
cadet
JMU campus police

\ c > 1,1,1
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Secret group spawns deals
NEW YORK (AP) — The Reagan administration's
clandestine dealings with Iran and the Nicaraguan
rebels grew out of a well-concealed program
established at least four years ago to conduct covert
foreign policy initiatives. The New York Times
reported in Sunday editions.
The program, Project Democracy, began as the secret
side of an otherwise open, well-publicized initiative
that began under the same name, said the newspaper.
The public arm of the program, now called the
National Endowment for Democracy, openly gives
money to democratic institutions abroad.
Project Democracy grew into a parallel foreign

Iran Arms
Scandal
policy apparatus with its own communications
systems, secret envoys, leased ships and airplanes,
offshore bank accounts and corporations, the Times
said.
The program, under the direction of fired National
Security Council aide Oliver North, operated outside
established government channels and beyond the
purview of Congress, said the Times.

The Tower Commission, the special White House
panel investigating the NSC, has found that Project
Democracy carried out a wide array of activities, but
investigators do not know the full scope of the
actions, the Times said;
The Tower Commission has not found that President
Reagan direcUy authorized the secret activities carried
out under Project Democracy, said the Times.
The Times said congressional investigators told it
that after Congress restricted aid to the Contras in
1984, North and other officials established a labyrinth
of companies, bank accounts and private employees to
aid the rebels.

Group urges revision of vice president's role
WASHINGTON (AP) — The controversy
surrounding the Iran-Contra affair underscores the
need to upgrade the role of the vice president in
national security affairs, the Center for the Study of
the Presidency says.
In the latest issue of Presidential 'Studies
Quarterly, to be published this week, the New

York-based, non-partisan think tank also suggests
the appointment of a blue ribbon commission to
study ways to achieve greater continuity in U.S.
foreign policy.
R. Gordon Hoxie, president of the center and
editor of the quarterly, recommended both proposals
to the board appointed by President Reagan to study

the role arid operations of the National Security
Council in the wake of the Iranian arms sales affair.
The three-member board, headed by former Senator
John Tower.jR-Texas, is scheduled to report to the
president on Feb. 26. Presidential spokesman
Marlin Fitzwater said the White House expects to
maVe the report public when it is received.

NATION

Some doctors cover up AIDS cases Men have

tVi

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Some
doctors write misleading death
certificates to protect the privacy of
AIDS victims, a process made easier by
the complex nature of the disease,
experts say.
"If you know how to play the game
and write down any diagnosis or
medical term," the likelihood of being
caught is very low, said Dr. Shirley
Fannin, who is in charge of disease
control for Los Angeles County's
Department of Health Services.
The writing of false, misleading or
incomplete death certificates to conceal

AIDS was spotlighted last week when
Riverside County Coroner Raymond
Carrillo accused Liberace's doctors of
covering up AJDS-related pneumonia as
the cause of the entertainer's death Feb.
4.
Carrillo ordered an autopsy on
Liberace after rejecting the death
certificate written by Dr. Ronald
Daniels, who listed death from cardiac
arrest due to heart failure brought on by
degenerative brain disease.
William Ginsburg, Daniels' lawyer,
denied a cover-up. Heart failure was
listed, he said, because Liberace's

symptoms didn't neatly fit the
definition of AIDS, so the doctor
decided to resolve doubts about the
cause of death in favor of Liberace's
privacy.
Dr. Paul Volberding. San Francisco
General Hospital's AIDS research
director said, "It's not very common for
the death certificates to be as misleading
as Liberace's apparendy was."
Acquired immune deficiency
syndrome cripples the body's immune
system, causing victims to die from
pneumonia and other so-called
opportunistic infections or cancers.

South becoming election '88 battleground
WASHINGTON (AP) — The South, once the solid bastion
of the Democratic Party, is rated the key battleground by both
parties at the outset of the 1988 presidential campaign.
The importance of the region was confirmed this week when
the Democrats joined the GOP in selecting a southern city for
their national nominating convention. The Democrats are
going to Atlanta in July 1988: the Republicans will be in
New Orleans a month later.
The reasons for the Souths perceived importance are
complicated electoral votes, delegates, the calendar, and dreams
of partisan dominance.
The only time we Democrats have won in the past five
presidential elections is when we had a southerner on the

ticket,' said Keith Frederick, a Democratic pollster who does a
lot of work in the South.
The Democrats have finally had an attack of common
sense," said Lee Atwater, a longtime expert on the South who
now is running Vice President George Bush's unannounced
presidential bid.
The Republicans have done very well in the South in
presidential balloting, but the GOP remains very thin in the
region in terms of organization and lower-level officeholders.
Republicans have won a majority of the electoral votes in
the 11 states of the old Confederacy in four out of the last five
elections. They lost the region to Jimmy Carter in 1976

more drinks
than women

ATLANTA (AP) — Only about
seven in 100 Americans toss down two
or more drinks a day, and such heavy
and potentially harmful imbibing is
much more likely among men and
young people, a federal survey shows.
The national Centers for Disease
Control reported Thursday the results of
a telephone survey on drinking habits
in 21 states and Washington, D.C.
Participants were asked in 1985 whether
they averaged two or more drinks a day.
Only 7 percent of the 25,221
surveyed drank that much, leading the
CDC to conclude that a level of two
drinks a day is "higher than that
experienced by the large majority of
adults."
Survey findings varied significantly
when broken down by state, sex or age.
More than 10 percent of the men
surveyed had two drinks a day,
compared to less than 3 percent of the
women. In most states, heavy drinking
declined noticeably with age.
Residents of Illinois were as much as
three times more likely to drink heavily
lhan residents of Utah or North Dakota.
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Soviets keep dissidents under arrest
MOSCOW (AP) — Three Soviets
were kept under house arrest Sunday
after sending a protest to a
Kremlin-sponsored peace forum, and the
official media said Jews demanding
emigration rights were trying to
"poison" the meeting.
The wife of jailed Jewish dissident
Josef Begun, meanwhile, said she had
no word on a Soviet official's statement
on U.S. television that her husband was
freed. Demonstrators last week
demanded Begun's release and were
rounded up by security agents.
A group of Soviets who want to join

relatives abroad were kept at home by
police after sending a telegram to the
Moscow Forum for a Nuclear-Free
World and the Survival of Mankind, in
which they said the protests seeking
Begun's release were beaten by security
agents.
"We want this inhumane and illegal
action against peaceful people to be
known by all members of the forum,
including Mikhail Gorbachev and
Andrei Sakharov," said the telegram,
sent Saturday by Galina Gerasimov,
Alexander Zhdanov and Vladimir
Pimonov.

Druse chief says
Waite being held
by Shiite faction
BY

THE

Gerasimov told the Associated Press
on Sunday that all three were being
kept from leaving their apartments by
plainclothed security agents.
She said she was not sure if the
telegram, sent to the president of the
forum, was ever received.
The official news agency Tass
criticized the document, saying the 10
Soviet Jews who signed it were "trying
to poison the open and creative
atmosphere of the forum."
Tass said some signers of the appeal,
distributed Friday, know state secrets
and would not be allowed to emigrate.

BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) — Druse militia chief
Walid Jumblatt said Sunday he believes that Terry
Waite is held by Iranian-backed Shiite Moslems and
appealed to them to free the missing British hostage
negotiator.
Jumblatt charged publicly for the first time that
Waite was being held by the Shiite Moslem
Hezbollah, or Party of God.
"I strongly believe Waite is with Hezbollah. Some
of the kidnappers thought that it was possible to
squeeze some money out of his abduction," said the
Druse leader, whose militiamen provided initial
security for Waite in Lebanon.

The peace conference entered its
second day Sunday with a star-studded
guest list of about 1,500 Soviet and
foreign artists, film stars, writers,
politicians," scientists and other
participants.
Soviet dissident Andrei Sakharov,
who spoke to participants Saturday,
took the floor again Sunday to criticize
the U.S. Strategic Defense Initiative
and the Soviet position in superpower
arms talks, participants said.
Writer Norman Mailer and actor
Gregory Peck were among the
Americans at the gathering.

Waite, 47, was sent by Archbishop of Canterbury,
Robert Runcie, the spiritual leader of the Church of
England. He dropped from sight Jan. 20 after leaving
his hotel in West Beirut, reportedly to meet the
kidnappers of Americans Terry Anderson and Thomas
Sutherland. He was on his fifth mission to Lebanon
trying to gain the freedom of foreign hostages.
Twenty-six foreigners, including eight Americans,
are missing and believed kidnapped in Lebanon. Most
are believed held by extremist Shiite organizations
with ties to Iran.
Jumblatt addressed his appeal for Waite's release to
Hezbollah, Lebanon's most militant Shiite faction.

WAY

Partying teens steal yacht, hit sand bar
VIRGINIA BEACH, Va. (AP) —
Ten teenagers stole a 35-foot yacht and
took a moonlit pleasure cruise that
ended when they ran the vessel aground
in a foot of water, Virginia Beach
police said Saturday.
"This is not something that happens
every day," SgL Danny Kappers said of
the Friday night theft of the Nancy
Lynn from her mooring at Arrowhead
Point, an exclusive neighborhood in
this resort city.

Gordon White, 18, of Virginia Beach,
was charged with one count of grand
larceny and was released on $2,500
bond, Kappers said.
The nine other suspects, all juveniles
whose names police would not divulge,
were released to the custody of their
parents, Kappers said.
The 10 Cox High School students
had been to a party Friday night "and
decided they wanted to take a boat ride,"
Kappers said. "A couple of the kids

knew the owner and knew where the
key was."
The students started the boat up about
9:30 p.m. "and started to pull out of the
slip when a neighbor saw the boat
moving, and knew it wasn't supposed
to be moving this time of night, and
called the owner next door," Kappers
said.
Curtis Catron, the boat's owner, was
in Boca Raton, Fla., but his daughter,
Cari Catron, 20, took the call and

Comedy show marks 40 years
LOS ANGELAS (AP) — In the last 40 years the
question Allen Funt has heard the most is: "Where's
the camera?"
Funt, America's prankster, is celebrating 40 years of
"Candid Camera" in a one-hour special Tuesday night
on CBS. It's a collection of some of the funniest
moments in four decades of catching people unawares.
Remember the talking mailbox? The tiny car with
the bottomless gas tank? The guy facing the rear of the
elevator? The trick telephone and coffee cups? Funt has
been tickling funnybones by secretly photographing
people encountering the ridiculous and the unexpected
since 1947.
.
"Candid Camera" has been on all three networks and
in syndication. It became the 1970 movie "What Do
You Say To a Naked Lady?" and the old shows are

available on videotape.
It contributed to the language the phrase "Smile!
You're on Candid Camera'!" and inspired numerous
cartoons.
"I've been working on it for the last three and a half
months," Funt said. "The major task has been to look
through 40 years of material to try to get some
approach to it.
"CBS wanted more of a story than just excerpts. It
probably would have gone faster if I could remember
everything. But I'd forgotten about half of the stuff we
did. I'd look at film and have absolutely no memory of
it."
The show began on radio as "Candid Microphone"
and has been almost continuously on the air since. The
program went on the air in 1948.

alerted police. A police helicopter, a
rescue squad boat and officers with
floodlights along the shoreline searched
for the Nancy Lynn, which was sighted
about 4:30 a.m. in Lynnhaven Bay,
about a mile from where it had been
stolen, Kappers said.
"It had run aground on a sand bar in
about one foot of water about 200 yards
off Little Neck Point," Kappers said.
Police enlisted the aid of local boaters
in retrieving the stranded teens.

Students find success
in underwear business
MOORHEAD, Minn. (AP) — Three enterprising
college students figure they've stepped into something
big — the underwear business.
■
Peter Lambert, Todd EUinger and John Forkner are
selling boxer shorts that feature area college initials on
the front of one leg and the school's mascot across the
rear.
The three partners are seniors in business
administration at Concordia College.
"We feel we learned something in our economics
classes," said Lambert. "We feel we're going to take
the underwear world by the seat."
They hope sales of their product, called Brief
Concepts, will do as well as similar efforts have on
the East Coast They figure women will buy about 60
percent of the shorts, which cost $10 a pair.
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COME TO
SOUPER ONE

PC DUKES
Break the
chill with our
CHILI

only $ .99
per bowl
Soft Drinks-Galore
Mr. Chips has a wide
variety of soft drinks,
stocked both warm and
cold. Your favorite sodas
such as Diet Coke,
Classic Coke and
Mountain Dew and
many juice drinks such
as Tropicana, Hi-C,
Gatorade and more.
Come in and look for
your favorite soft drink.

«

Clerks Mary Ellen Christopher
and Watt Lough

* —

Mr. Chips
More Than You Think
Open 24 Hours
Gibbons Hall. Entrance 4-5 Tel. 568-3922

FOR YOUR
MORNING COFFEE

Coffee & Donuts
Available From
7:30 a.m.

Salads Plus
OPEN
Mon - Fri. 11:00 - 2:00
Door Price :$3.50 plus tax

The Steak House
OPEN
Mon. - Fri. 5:00 - 7:00
Reservations Required
Door Price $6.00 plus tax

The University Club
OPEN
Mon-Fri Lunch 11:30-1:30
Dinner 5:00-7:00
Reservation Recommended

(Groups of 12 or less- No larger)
All Located on 2nd Floor Warren Campus Center

